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By J. M. M. GREIG, A.M.I.C.E.
Department, TorontoCity Engineer’s

T he Description of Shield.—The outer shell of the shield 
consisted of a cylinder of steel plates, the clear inside 
diameter being 8 ft. 8y2 in. and the length over all 7 ft. 
10 in. Inside this shell and about 2 ft. behind the cutting 
edge was a bulkhead or diaphragm formed of plates, 
stiffened with channels and angle gussets off the front 
upper portion of the shell, called the hood. This dia
phragm had two openings, 1 ft. 7 in. by 4 ft. 8 in., sepa
rated by an I-beam in the centre, which, with the side 
channels, formed two sets of grooves, into which stop- 
planks might be placed, should it be necessary to close 
the face or reduce its area. Besides these working 
openings there were two small hand-holes in the lowest 
part of the diaphragm through which the sand 
forced as the shield drove forward. In very bad ground 
a great amount of the excavation might have been taken 
out through them with the larger openings closed.

Below springer level the cutting edge receded from 
2 ft. to 4 in. off the diaphragm ; thus there was a hood 
above that portion of the ground being excavated, while 
it was still possible to reach the ground immediately in 
front of the lower portion of the cutting edge and so 
clear the way for the bottom of the shield, thus obviating 
the possibility of boulders damaging the cutting edge. 
The hood was stiffened with an additional plate, so that 
the cutting edge was really formed by the bevelled edges 
of three plates above springer, and of two below.

Behind the diaphragm there was a cast-iron ring 
formed of six flanged segments fixed to the shell by taps, 
while screws running through casting and shell held the 
ram castings in position. The rams, six in number, 
arranged symmetrically around the circle, were 4 in. in 
diameter, and had a maximum travel of nearly 2 ft. 
There was a sufficient length of shell (8 ft. 8y2 in., inside 
diameter) behind the segments to admit of one ring being 
erected inside the tail of the shield with about 6 in. of 
the shell overlapping the iron already erected.

I he main hydraulic feed-pipe was fixed to the shield 
on one side, about springer level, and from it the high- 
pressure water was separately distributed through smaller 
pipes to each ram, small valves on these pipes giving 
independent control of each ram. Thus the shield con
sisted of a steel shell divided into three portions—-the 
hood with the cutting edge, underneath which the ex
cavation was taken out, the body containing the means 
of propulsion, and the tail, in which the tunnel rings 
were built.

driving of a sewer tunnel under somewhat 
unusual circumstances arose in connection with
one of the low-level intercepting sewers of the 
city of Glasgow. Starting from a shaft some 25 

a v eeP> the tunnel passed beneath the foundations of 
ttyG\ y heavy retaining wall (clearing them by a foot or 
yatJ I*1*-0 running sand lying below an extensive freight 
9 fe bordering on the Queen’s Dock. There were only 
- ■- 6 cover between the top of the sewer and the 

£ and at one point the centre line approached within 
°ut / tbe quay wall. To open-cut this section was 
driVe° ^e question owing to traffic conditions, and to 
Siipp, a tunnel through quicksand with an unlimited 

y of water close by was no light task, 
t Was decided that the tunnel should be driven

feet

rails ;
80

was
With
°PeniCaSt'iron seffments, so as to minimize the ground 
the ’ hut, as the railway company had doubts as to 
the fi -ect °t their extremely heavy loads on the roof of 
Segrr|nished iron tunnel, a thick brickwork lining of these 
of gr6nts Was insisted upon. This made the section one 
Out strength, but of an external diameter somewhat 

Proportion with the inner diameter, as will be 
_ y reference

ere were 420 linear feet of sewer immediately 
rails, and the ground throughout was clean 

Varying in fineness, and full of water, 
siinh °rk Previous to Arrival of Shield.—A shaft was 
CaP-aVli h"0m it the tunnel was driven, at first with 
"This ^'1 settings of timber and a brickwork lining. 
showin not prov a satisfactory method, the street 
exceeds’£ns °f s bsidence, owing, no doubt, to the 
sffectiv*0^^ unstable condition of the bottom, rendering 
’r°n ]j 6. Propping impossible. An attempt to tunnel with 

ne Inf? turned out equally unsuccessful, and, after 
rnC<dSSar^ P*ant hnd been put to work, a third trial 
Ab 6 *rQn and compressed air. 

deep „ °ut 3o feet of tunnel were driven thus under the 
a0(j Ver of the street, but the openness of the ground 
°f a;r ..ar&e area of exposed face caused a great escape 

e Cn^r'tt,e improvement being effected, therefore, in
The air pressure gradually 

pds. per sq. in. as the tunnel approached 
Oult t0^’ and mining operations became exceedingly diffi- 
f Was ar.d the end, only one ring being built per day. 

rnintJ1C*ent ^rom the disturbance of the surface that

seen

beW
sand,

to Fig. 1.
Th

the

the
wa$

Con r- improvement t 
fHl fiions of the bottom. 
tbe wa|j 5 to 2 pds. per sq.

the
°ntinuap Were n°t holding the ground, and that the 

r^ninin' 10n of this method of tunneling beneath the 
*! Wa$ , ya*l would be attended with great risks ; so 

ecided to trv a shield.
To obtain the necessary hydraulic pressure an air- 

compressor on the surface supplied an air-engine or
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tween shell and walls of chamber was packed with ^ 
brick and grouted with cement under pressure. The 
was now a set of crown bars held by the shield, formiOb 
cantilevers in support of the ground above the leading

shield driven hard 
srnad

parts and clay put into pockets excavated ahead 

around the cutting edge of the shield, new face-boar 
being put in horizontally to form a circular shutter 
timber about 2 ft. less in diameter than the cutting edg ’

in the tunnel. This pump was fixed in the sidepump
of the tunnel, near the face, and from it wrought-iron 
piping, with a flexible end-piece, carried the high-pressure 
water to the receiver on the shield, and a similar arrange
ment of pipes returned the exhaust water to a small tank 
below the pump. The whole mechanism was most com
pact, tank and pump occupying a space of less than 
8x2x4 ft.

ring, which was taken down and the 
to the old face polings. These were bored out in

of

30
as shown in Fig. 2.

Method of Excavating.—As a rule, the shield
within about

boards

KEY EL/1TE

?
driven forward until the diaphragm was 
10 in. of the horizontal face poling-boards, these 
being supported during the period of movement by 
raking struts off a cross-piece on the second last ring» 
and butting against two vertical soldiers running acr0-e 
the boards. Fig. 3 shows the shield ready to rn° 
ahead, and Fig. 4 shows excavation in progress. ™ 
the shield came to rest each poling-board was stru 
off the diaphragm with short blocks and wedges. ^ 1 
the face thus supported the rakers and soldiers 'v® 
taken down and excavation proceeded with by w* . 
drawing the top poling and pulling out the sand w 
hand-tools.

k CCSC"CL
two0*

/"X7cr/r.
f

6".

tied/'BOLTi

\ >/' G ROOT HOLE

W. y=/A'E PCCK/i
andA pocket or groove was cut out a little beyond 

above the cutting edge, and clay rammed in, alter w 
the first poling-board was carried forward and re-ere ^ 
against the new face with long struts off the diaphrag ^ 
In this way each board in turn was carried forwa

Below

hid1
ctedFig. 1—Section of Sewer.

Erection of Shield.—As the use of a shield had not 
been contemplated in the original layout, the erection 
of this shield was carried out, not in a shaft as is usual, 
but in a specially excavated chamber in the tunnel, which 

enlarged for a short distance to a diameter of 11 ft. 
This shield chamber might have been excavated ahead 
of the iron had it not been that the face was already 

to the wall ; but in any case, it was probably

theand the face kept continually poled up. 
lowest board the sand was roughly excavated 
almost

do"'11
to the cutting edge, and, after erecting the rakej, 

and soldiers, the struts were removed, leaving the sh* ^ 
again in position to travel ahead, the excavated sa

the level of the sill 1 ,

was

was thrown upon a staging at 
openings, from which it was shovelled into wagons 
taken through the air-locks to the shaft.

an1*very near
safer to excavate around the outside of the iron—from 
which temporary propping could be erected—rather than 
to open up new ground.

In the last length of eight rings, seven were taken 
out, the eighth being left as a rib to support the longi
tudinal bars used in poling back. Two plates were broken 
to obtain an opening in the lining, and the key-plates 
of the unbroken rings were taken out first, the upper 
plates being supported by struts from the invert. A crown 
bar was put in through the lagspace and carried on short 
props from the leading and ninth rings. The upper plates 

next taken out, those along one side at a time, 
and the ground poled back on bars similarly supported. 
Below springer the excavation was taken down and tim
bered outside the rings as far as possible before the 
removal of the plates.

A3" BOARDS

were
B

: v 9

All this temporary timbering had cement grout under 
pressure forced into the ground behind it. The bars were 
then sheeted inside, and the space was pressure-grouted. 
By this means the top was made practically air-tight, 
and a fairly good pressure maintained while the bottom 

being excavated and poled with 3-in. sheeting.was
Fig. 2—Poling of Face.The shell was taken into the tunnel in pieces and 

erected round the framework of the bulkhead. The taps 
fixing the cover-plates to the shell were cut and ham
mered flush with the inside face to allow the tunnel 
segments to fit closely. The body segments were also 
attached to the shell by means of screw taps. Bolts with 
counter-sunk heads held the angle-stiffeners to the shell 
and the bulkhead ; thus the only variation from a smooth 
outside surface was the longitudinal cover-plates. A 
cradle of half-timbers supported the shield at its proper 
level, and on the completion of erection, the space be-

denc(
In this ground the shield showed a decided ten tkeP

to go downward while in movement, but it was g 
to proper level by using the 3 lower rams only °u ,^e 
the first part of the movement. After the cutting 1 a 
was fairly buried the two upper side rams were ^r0lj'eflt 
into action as the first three did not give a force su*^,;th 
to drive the shield ahead. During the first period, ' g{ 
three 4-in. diameter rams working under a pressur®f|llt 
1,500 to 1,600 pds. per sq. in., the total effort was a
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24 tons, or 280 lbs. per sq. ft. of skin surface. When 
m nCthtm^ ec^e was buried the resistance was more 
5 rat :at ^U.e to mere skin friction, and, after applying 
effort18 anC* *ncreasing the pressure per sq. in., the total 

rose to about 48 tons. The highest pressure used 
9°o pds. per sq. in., or a total push of nearly

nearly up to the face, completely sealing the tunnel be
hind the shield.

Previous to this point no cement had been used for 
grouting, the lower plate but with its use and the brick
work lining carried forward, another pound of pressure 

obtained, making mining operations much easier. 
This slight increase in pressure probably allowed 
the grout to more completely encase the iron, for 
there was very little leakage through unlined 
ironwork from this point forward.

Mechanical Plant.—While under the deeper 
the air pressure averaged about 5 pds. per 

sq. in., with the engine running at 60 R.P.M., 
under no pds. of steam ; and, in the lighter 
cover, 2 >4 pds. air pressure, with the engine 
running at 76 R.P.M., under the 
pressure. A “Larmuth” compressor, with steam 
cylinder of 16-in. diameter and 24-in. stroke, 
coupled direct to a 15-in. diameter air pump, 
supplied air to the tunnel. The number of men 
on each shift was 3 rniners and 4 laborers, ex
cavating, setting segments and

Was
was

C5
st HOOD
s ri.-c

it./
¥ cover
<9

1
I r-~_
1 same steam§I
I
I
I:
I
I
1

jr
- pressure grout- 

ing, with a locksman and two cnginemen, 11 
in all.

1
ip*1

Points in the Use of Compressed Air.—The
principal point of escape for the air 
doubtedly the working face, though this 
kept as closely poled as possible, 
face was completely closed up and grouted, dur
ing the period when the brick lining was being 
brought up to the shield, the same working air 
pressure could be maintained with the engine 
running about half speed. This illustrates 

of the many advantages of using a shield, as, even with 
the comparatively simple shield here described, it was 
possible to reduce the area through which air might 
escape to a few square feet of sand, and with

was un-
was

When the

3—Longitudinal Section of Shield—Excavation 
Completed.

60 one
all. -pf- 1 be average time of travel was 8 minutes in 
the fa lou£h the air pressure kept the upper portion ol 
it Was°e tke bottom was always very wet, but, as 
harm exP°sed for a short time only, the water did little

1driVen Mediately after the shield had been 
CetOenta eaC* t*le iast ring was grouted with 
Sq. jn Under pressure of 40 to 50 pds. per 
i°WeS(. dement grout was used for the 
P°rtion P <llc’ but lime grout for the upper 
Stire k the tunnel, where the air pres- 
escaJf *)ack the water. There was no 
Sirica 1 °r Pressure grout at the shield, 
the pj'°°den buffer ribs, held firmly against 
closer the last ring by the rams,
skin. °Pening between them and the

be next ring of iron tunnel lining 
,jeen e ere°ted until the whole face had 
to drj . Cavated and everything was ready 
sufüciee ahead, so the buffer ribs remained 
•hit 0£ 7 long enough in position to per-
P°Uncls t*16 rnortar partly setting. Five 
sUre j Was about the maximum air pres- 
COvern, the tunnel while beneath the deep 
2 and’ Ut on leaving this it fell to between 
due to3 Pounds, and sometimes less, partly 

aie r S l^t leakage at the joints over 
then 7° °r bo yds. of unlined ironwork

çXPosed.
aUc3 j Urnmets of string dipped in red lead 
'vashet.aCec* around the bolts beneath the 
l)o]es_ S Proved effective in stopping leakage at bolt- 
cetnerit " b joints had been plastered over with neat 
cut, as’ Pfevious to the adoption of red lead on grummets, 
shie]d w a,r continued to escape at the bolt-holes, the 

as stopped and brickwork built from the air-locks
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Fig. 4—Longitudinal Section of Shield—Excavation in 
Progress.

more complicated mechanism, still greater control 
might be exercised over the area of escape. In 
placing the poling boards against the face it was usual 
to smear their edges with clay. A neat illustration 
of the course taken by the air could be obtained
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A summary of that portion dealing with the con
struction and maintenance of roads, of the Massachusetts 
Highway Commission’s report for the year ending No
vember 30th, 1912, was given in October 9th issue 0 
The Canadian Engineer. There are a few points in con
nection with the traffic census outlined in the report, tha 
are of great interest, inasmuch as it is of such importance 
to have an accurate knowledge of the traffic which any 
particular road has to carry. As the Commission states 
“The road must be so designed, built and maintain 
that it shall be at all times in proper condition to bea 
the traffic to which it may be subjected, and not only a 
the least cost to the user, but also at the least ultima e 
cost to the taxpayers, taking everything into accoun > 
viz., interest, sinking fund, yearly maintenance and ocC2 
sional resurfacing. Without a knowledge of traffic °n 
is really entirely at sea. The road builder is likely * 
make serious and costly errors by determining upon t 
wrong kind of construction and by selecting improper 
unsuitable materials or methods.”

The Massachusetts Highway Commission in i9°jj 
had a census taken upon the State highways at 23^ 
stations, scattered throughout the State; and in 1912 
similar traffic count made at 156 stations.

While the count in 1912 was taken at fewer P°*nt^ 
than in 1909, it was felt that the percentages of increa 
and decrease could safely be used to indicate the tra 
on other similar roads. j

A traffic census was also taken at the same time 
quite a number of points around the city of Boston 
roadways in the metropolitan and Boston park system 

The census was made in the following manner 
The vehicles actually passing on the road were coun 
by observers, who were engaged for the purpose, 
vehicles were counted for fourteen hours a day (7 a'^ 
to 9 p.m.) for seven consecutive days in August, 19°^ 
and again for seven days in October, 1909, at 23 
stations, the daily census at each station being tabula 
on a card. This same census was made again for 
p.eriods of time in August and October of this year ( 191t

also madeAt a few important points a count was 
night, the census at these places covering the w 
twenty-four hours.

After the cards were received the number of vente 
observed at each point was tabulated and computed 
show the average number of each class of vehicle paSS j 
the given point per day, the total number of vehicles a 
the total of each class, both motor and horse-dra ^ 
When these figures were obtained the percentage of e3^ 
class of vehicle using the particular road was cofflpu„te . 
and the percentage of the total of each class at all stati 
was computed as well. After these averages were c 
puted for each of the 238 stations in 1909 and f°r 
156 stations in 1912, the total average number of ve 
at all the various stations was added, the numbers aS 
tained, and from this was obtained the average nutf1 
of vehicles passing each day at all the points where ^ 
count was made, as well as the average number of 63 ^ 
class and kind, and the percentage that the vehicle5 
each class bore to the average total number. ^

The increases and changes in traffic from i9°9^,s 
1912 are shown in Table I., which, by the way, s^° ;t 
that the traffic is changing much more rapidly t^a,l0g 
is increasing. The figures represent a count taken id I^l, 
and 1912 for fourteen days of each year, and from 7 
to 9 p.m. of each day. The report goes on to say 1 
the significant feature of the census for the roadrrm3. 
not the increase of traffic, but the change in the tra

hok

the
hideS

TRAFFIC CENSUS IN MASSACHUSETTS.by removing a piece of this clay and holding a candle 
to the spot, when the flame would be drawn into the 
joint and extinguished. If the ground is very open com
pressed air alone may be of little use, especially under 
light cover, but with it in combination with a shield the 
most unstable ground can be negotiated.

Compressed air will travel great distances through 
open ground, and may set up quite unexpected disturb
ances, as, for instance, by getting into old, leaky sewers. 
It is never advisable to use a greater pressure of air than 
that which is just sufficient to balance the weight of 
water head. The writer has known of the waters of a 
pond being disturbed by compressed air from a tunnel 
more than half a mile away. In grouting with 30 or 40 
pds. pressure it is quite a common thing to find the 
cement driven up to the concrete of the roadway from a 
depth of 20 feet, where pits had been sunk or previous 
excavation carried out. Of course, the shield has been 
used much in tunneling without compressed air, and it 
is a most useful mechanism, which might be more popular 
with contractors were it not that it has been so much 
associated with very difficult and expensive tunnels, such 
as the portion of sewer which is the subject of this article. 
Though the shield in this case was a costly piece of 
plant, its use was justified by the safety in which the 
work was carried out, the excellent progress made 
amounting to 42 feet per week.

CEMENT IN EGYPT.

The Bulletin Commercial, of Brussels, states that Egypt 
now offers an important market for cement. In 1911 the im
ports were 106,670 tons, valued at $800,000, as compared 
with 87,503 tons in 1910. The great vogue for buildings of 
ferro-concrete has largely contributed to the remarkable de
velopment of the import trade in cement, and this trade seems 
quite likely to be maintained, in view of the attention which 
is being given by capitalists to the building industry. The 
extensive port works recently commenced at Port Said, and 
those projected at Alexandria, will necessitate the provision 
of large quantities of cement. The Belgian imports were the 
largest in 1911, amounting to 50,257 tons, followed by those 
from England, 35,192 tons. The remainder of the imports 
came from Austria, France, and Germany. Artificial cement 
(slow hardening) is imported in barrels of 150, 180, and 200 
kilos, gross for net. Sacks are taking the place of barrels 
owing to the rapidity with which the cement is used. There 
are, however, cases where barrels are preferred. Natural 
cement (rapid or semi-slow hardening) is used principally 
by the natives and also for certain masonry work. It comes 
mainly from Belgium and is imported in barrels of 140 to 
150 kilos, gross for net, and in sacks of 45 to 50 kilos., 
sacks invoiced. The question of sacks sometimes presents 
difficulties for the importer. Empty sacks are invoiced to 
him by the manufactory ; if he takes care of them, or re
turns them only in a bad condition, they are carried to his 
account. Cement users, however, do not readily agree to 
these conditions, and the importer eventually suffers the loss. 
English manufacturers are in the habit of shipping cement 
in very light bags, which are strong enough for one voyage 
and for which there is no charge. This method has given 
excellent results.

The Commission of Conservation, Canada, has prepared 
a summary of rail production in Canada from 1895 t0 the 
beginning of the present year. The increase shown in the 
intervening years has been from 600 to 423,885 tons.
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1912 Census, 156.5 
Stations
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8.5 5,810.0 37.2 11 +79
30.5 27,178.5 173.5 49 +130
— 1,800.0 11.5 3 —

4,958.5 20.8 
17,950.5 75.3

22,909.0 96.1 39.0 34,797.5 222.2 63 +131

17,033 0 71.5 29.0 8,380.0 53.5 15 —25
11.762.5 49.3 20.0 7,458.0 47.6 14
1,006.0 4.2 2.0 556.0 3.6 1
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20.8 1.43 29.7 37.2 1.43 53.2
2.23 167.9 173.5 2.23 386.9

11.5 ■ 6.25 71.9
75.3
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—Weight of Traffic on Massachusetts Roads.

of e*£ht of Traffic.—In commenting upon the weight 
state^c as an important consideration, the report

it ; After all, it is not numbers which tell the story, 
by *<ÿht, and it is not weight alone, but the vehicle 
It js 1Ca it is transported, whether by horses or by motor. 
enCe n,ol: the tractive power alone that makes the differ
ing ’ the tires which support the vehicle ; whether 
tbe grubber comes in contact with the road ; whether 
tbUs e”lc*e is pulled over the road or propels itself, and 

Palls upon the road surface. All of these consid-
$urf °ns are probably not so important on many road 
inch C6-S as *6 actual weight imposed upon the road per 

u *ath of tire resting upon the road,
iron t-n 0t^er words, heavy loads supported upon narrow 
for e 1[Q.S’ having a weight of over 600 to 800 pounds 
to jnch in width of the tire, do vastly more damage
Ioadc°St not all of our roads than do very much heavier 

^ Where the weight per inch width of tire is less, 
ticau+ach loads carried 
a fp-f destroy any road 
r0ad months if there 

“e7f.ry day-
an as ter careful study they have adopted in England 
Using.S^1J'lled weight, or coefficient, for each kind of vehicle 
the tr ,7.e r°ads, in order to make a fair comparison of 
an<j 13 ac upon different roads where the traffic varies, 
It ;s ° faore nearly show what the road must support, 
the r^Ult.e similar to the formula in use in France and on

"Patinent.

and 1 ls’ therefore, used both for want of a better one, 
Table tt° because it gives a fair basis of comparison, 
chuggj. ' shows the weight of the road traffic on Massa- 
reducer|S r°ads computed in this way, with the coefficient 
°n the p° tons 2,°°° pounds each in every case, both 

„ n&üsh and Massachusetts roads :—
•total)] e[e’ affa'n, not only are the changes in traffic 

’ but the weights are even more important.
•hotor r ?.average weight per station per day of the 
tons. pea’cles in 1909 was 197 ns ; in 1912 it was 512 
aHd 0n:or horse-drawn vehicles was 147 tons in 1909 

y r35 tons a day in 1912.

on such narrow tires will prac- 
pavement, in 
:les using the

irface, except 
many such ve

R,M°tors -_

*touringUt:s ' 
Trucks8 Car/

Total .

iSF'a6hTnvehicles:
2 0“ se’ heavy
2°r nZt ïlorses. light -e horses, heavy 

Total ho 

Total
rse-drawn - 

aH kinds -

Totals 96.1 197.6 222.2

f Horse-drawn vehicles: —
One horse, light 
One horse, heavy 
Two or more horses, light - 4.2
Two or more horses, heavy 26.0

71.5 .36 25.7 52.5 .36
49.3 1.12 55.2 47.6 1.12

.54 2.3 3.6 .54
2.46 64.0 24.7 2.46

h is th
Prepare.at which he must consider and for which he must 
cut Another factor which further analysis brings
])0r’s an<I which is also important, is that light, single- 
14 6 Veh*cles decreased 25 per cent. ; two-horse vehicles, 
cent^ cent-’ heavy, single-horse vehicles, only 3 per 

•> and heavy two or more horse vehicles, only 5
^cr cent.

Table II.

Motors 
Runabouts 
Touring cars 
Trucks

Table I—Increases and Changes in Traffic from 

1909 to 1912.

Totals 151.0 147.2 129.4 135.3
Totals of all kinds 247.1 344.8 351.6 647.3

“The weight of automobile traffic has increased 160 
per cent, in three years, while the weight of horse-drawn 
vehicles has actually decreased 8 per cent, in the same 
time. While this is true, note what happened : the motor 
truck has come in with an average number of trucks of 
11 ^ per station, and their weight is nearly 72 tons a 
day. The weight of teams decreased 12 tons a day ; 
trucks came in with a weight of 72 tons a day, making 
good the loss in team weight six times over.”

The width of roadway is also given due considera
tion, as it is manifest that what wears out a road is the 
actual weight and volume of traffic that has to be sus
tained by each inch in the width of the road surface. 
The report contains tables showing the assumed actual 
weight in tons, per day, passing over each yard in 
width of the macadam roadway on certain roads in 
Massachusetts.

Table III.—Average Daily Traffic.

Teams,

Horses

Heavy
Teams,

One
Horse

mobilesLight
iTeams

A good gravel road will wear 
reasonably well and be 
economical with 

Needs to be oiled with 
Oiled gravel fairly good 

either hot or heavy cold 
oil % gallon coating (cold 
oil must be used yearly) - 75 to 100

Water-bound macadam will 
stand with -

Dust-layer will prove^ervice- 
able on such macadam with 

Macadam will then stand 
(but the stone wears, of 
course) with -

Water-bound macadam with 
hot oil blanket coat will be 
economical with3 - 

Will stand at least6 - 
But will crumble and per

haps fall with over -
* Perhaps more.
2 Not over 75 at high speed.
3 The large number of automobiles seems to keep the oil rolled down when it 

would be cut up and crumble without this traffic. Water-bound macadam with 
a good surface coating of tar will stand a very large number of automobiles, but 
the commission has not used tar extensively as a surface treatment where there 
is heavy team travel.

4 And more with fewer teams.
6 Fifty motor trucks, probably more.
6 On narrow tires; or loaded farm wagons, ice and wood teams, etc.

50 to 75 25 to 30 10 to 12 100 to 150
— Over 150

500 to 70030 to 50 20

60 to 801175 to 200 175 to 200

50 to 100

300 to 500

150 to 200 75 to 100 25 to 30 Up to 1,400

1006 506

The Commission emphasizes the necessity of a traffic 
study for the purpose of helping the road engineer deter
mine the type of road to build, and the best method of 
maintenance. The experience in Massachusetts and else
where has shown conclusively that large numbers of 
swiftly moving automobiles cannot successfully be carried 
over a water-bound macadam road or over a gravel road. 
Such a road becomes ravelled very rapidly, rutted and 
disintegrated. Traffic studies indicate that from 50 to 

automobiles a day make the use of some dust-layer 
or binder necessary, and its use would possibly prove 
economical on a road where there is even less motor

100
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traffic. With the motor traffic which Massachusetts 
already has it has been found necessary, both for economy 
and for efficiency, where a road has heavy team traffic 
as well, to adopt in construction or resurfacing some 
form of bituminous mixture for the upper two or three 
inches of the road surface, at least, or some stronger 
road, like concrete. In many places, the Commission 
believes, such construction or reconstruction, has been, 
and will be, economical.

Conclusions Summarized.—A table has been included 
in the report showing as nearly as may be the results 
which have been observed after four years of experience 
with bituminous materials, comparing these results with 
the traffic going over the road in 1909 and again in 1912. 
The Commission realizes fully that more experience will 
undoubtedly cause it to change or modify some of its 
present opinions, but they are submitted for what they 
are worth as indicating the result of its experience in 
Massachusetts.

The standard road is 15 feet in width of macadam, 
with three-foot gravel shoulder on each side.

LIQUID, SOLID, AND GASEOUS FUELS FOR 
POWER PRODUCTION.

N a paper presented a month ago to the Engineering 
Section of the British Association, by Prof. F. 
Burstall, of the University of Birmingham, the means 
by which carbonaceous substances might be treated 

to render them suitable for the production of power were 
touched upon. The address has just appeared in ex
tracted form in The Iron and Coal Trades Review, an 
is reproduced herewith :—

The fuel of the world, he said, consisted of tw° 
forms—liquid and solid, both of which were closely 
related inasmuch as they consisted of compounds of car
bon and hydrogen, together with small percentages 0 
other substances, such as nitrogen. Most engineers 
looked upon coal purely from the point of view of *u° 
to be used in a furnace for the production of heat. 1 
was, however, a complicated substance from which cou 
be extracted a wide range of valuable products.

There were points in the use of gaseous fuel which 
led to serious difficulties. In order to secure efficiency 
the main mass of the air must be heated by compression 
before the principal heat supply was added. The com 
bustible gas might be added before compression began» 
as in the well-known Otto cycle, but this introduced th 
possibility of the charge igniting before the correct tin*6. 
It also required that the gas should be free from any 
liquid or solid substances, a state of affairs not easy 
obtain on a large scale. If the gas were compressed 1 
a separate pump there was a certain loss of heat due 10 
necessary cooling of the pump. With a liquid fuel there 
was no difficulty in forcing the small amount of oil te 
quired into the pre-heated air, and the oil was read! y 
freed from foreign matter ; also, there did not appear t° 
be any inherent reason why the oil engine should not 
made in the largest sizes, beyond those of weight an 
cost, where it must always be inferior to the rotary 
machine.

I

RESISTANCE OF THICK CYLINDERS TO 
RUPTURE.

According to M. Malaval, in “Rev. de Métallurgie,’’ 
in a tube of the proportions of gun practice, the thickness 
about equal to the calibre, there are two distinct periods be
sides the elastic range, 
semi-elasticity or partial failure, which is of sensibly the same 
duration in stress. With increasing applied pressures the 
area of overstressed metal widens radially outwards. Thus 
if the pressure is released the outer elastic zone is prevented 
from returning completely to its original shape by the 
manent deformation of the inner plastic zone. The mutual 
action causes the unloaded tube to be stressed in tension in 
the outer region and in compression in the inner, so that it 
is in the condition of an ideal shrunk composite tube—i.e., 
one with an infinite number of indefinitely thin components 
whose mutual pressures are such that under rising internal 
pressure all parts reach the elastic limit simultaneously and 
bear equal parts of the load. ■ The semi-elastic period 
when the outside layer reaches the limit of elastic deforma
tion and is followed by the periods of general failure. Dur
ing this period, covering an increase of resistance much 
greater than those of the first two periods, all parts show an 
increase of resistance, the inner region being in compression 
and the outer in tension. It follows that the metal, whose 
capacity for deformation is greater in compression than in 
tension, can withstand very considerable internal strains. It 
is concluded that the ordinary shrinking process might be 
replaced advantageously by one involving initial overstrain
ing of a solid tube. A gun so constructed would withstand 
a pressure of over 1,500 kilogrammes per square centimetre 
(213,300 pounds per square inch).

This is followed by the range of

per-

Passing on to deal with the gas turbine, Prof. Bur 
stall said it could readily be shown that the velocity 
which had to be dealt with were no greater than thus6 
encountered in the steam engine, but there were olt 
culties which, in spite of innumerable efforts, had so *a 
proved insurmountable. The greatest defect was tha > 
so far, it had not been found feasible to compress the a 
and gas in the turbine itself. Separate compression con 
siderably increased the losses, so that in place of 
negative work being one-third of the gross work it wo** 
probably be at least one-half, and perhaps more. 
cooling of the rotating disc and blades offered difficult*65’ 
and further, no material had been found so far that W©*1 
withstand the erosive effect of the burning gases, 
seemed very doubtful if the gas turbine could be c0° 
structed to compete with the reciprocator in the preset 
state of knowledge.

It was important to consider the amount of variou 
fuels raised in various parts of the world. At prese*1 
about 1,200,000,000 tons of coal of various kinds 'ver(j 
brought to the surface every year ; crude oil amount6

doubtfu*

ceases.

The statistics of the report of Mr. J. McLeish on Eco
nomic Minerals and Mining Industries of Canada, contains 
the following record of production of pig iron In Ontario, 
in 1911, 526,635 tons valued at $7,606,939, in 1912, 589,593 
tons valued at $8,176,089 ; in New Brunswick in 
tons valued at $69,464, in 1912, 71,520 tons valued at $127 
716; in Nova Scotia, in 1911, 390,242 tons valued at $4,- 
682,904, in 1912, 424,994 tons valued at $6,374,910; in Canada, 
in 1911, 917,535 tons at a value of $12,307,125, while in 1912 
an increase is shown in the production of 1,014,587 tons at 
a value of $14,550,999.

to about 50,000,000 tons per year, and it was — -
if there were any large oil fields yet to be discovered. ; j 
therefore, followed that the supply of oil was totally 111 
adequate in amount to replace coal for power product*0 
on a scale equal to the present steam-power producti°°j 
The artificial production of oil was at present being Ç01^ 
sidered seriously by engineers, and much yet rema***6 
to be discovered in this field. Every engineer was family 
with the fact that when coal was heated in a closed ret© 
gas and tar were given off, and alsoxthat the higher t*1

1911, 31,120

A



^Pei?UU-e at gasification took place, the greater
r le yield of gas and the smaller was the amount of

car formed.
pP to the present coal had been gasified with the 

^aite °*r °f|tain'ng the highest yield of gas, but it was 
as , Possible to alter the conditions of carbonization so 
of obtain a high yield of fuel oils and other compounds 
Phat U<t aS by-products, and an important one was sul- 
st6ad i° .arnmon*a» fbe use of which as a manure was 
Phat * "Vf btcreasing in all countries of the world. Sul- 

°t ammonia was the most valuable manure where 
was needed, and it was one of the greatest 

°f the crude burning of coal that such 
of nitrogen were not only wasted, but turne 

nitric acid in the atmosphere. Of course, the nitri 
not n 35 returned to the soil by the agency of rain, but 

ecessarily where required by the cultivator.
111 -oo°r °ne t0n coaf gasified in a modern gasworks 
Caloric t0 I2>500 cub. ft. of gas were obtained having a 
aboUt ^ Va*ue ab°ut 550 B.T.U. per cub. ft., and also 
atriruQ -en of tar and 25 to 30 lbs. of sulphate of
P°ses .nia" ^be gas had to be purified for domestic pur- 
Where’ afSo a gasworks had to be near a great town 
niore ae workin expenses were not so low as in a 
to\yn 1 Uraf Part. or these reasons it was doubtful if 
ntn^ ^as could be supplied under present conditions for 
facts pnc*er IO(f- per thousand cub. ft. Despite these 
Cousit r°f ®urstall said he held the opinion after mature 
'v°ul(] that the whole problem of fuel treatment
%riite "1G *n fbe direction of heating the coal, peat or 
diti0ns m,a closed retort ; not necessarily under the con- 
Where ^ ieh were at present forced on to the gasworks, 
gas 0f 1e Primary object was to produce a big yield of 
If ù ^ a certain standard as laid down by Parliament, 
the gge &ranted that th quantity, quality and purity of 
°f füe,S Prc>duced were secondary matter, the problem 
blenis re.atment became one of the most fascinating pro- 
been b b'ch the engineer could encounter. It had long 
largely1^ ^bat the quantity and quality of the tar was 
"'as Ca 'nduenced by the temperature at which the fuel 
'''ere tlf °n’zed> the lower the temperature the better 
°f sn]p|| tars in both yield and composition. The amount 
sOrne -, _ate °f ammonia recovered from the gas was only 
°f nitrp^.to 3° lbs. per ton of coal, whereas the amount 
°f sulp[fen Present in the coal would give about 120 lbs. 
^0llizat'late ammonia. In the ordinary process of car- 
behind '°n SOme three-quarters of the nitrogen was left 
"ot de m fbe coke. Under present conditions this could 
P°ssibleaVCT^ec^’ but improvements in this direction were 
beat d; “ fbe gas and tar were withdrawn from the 
Prodüc^c«v they were evolved from the coal, a set of 
'rOrn tf,S w°uld be obtained of a different composition 

0Se usually obtained.
w, . Hurstall then outlined a scheme of fuel treat- 

reg-11cb he admitted was at present wholly beyond 
0kfain a°n °f practical realization. The first step was to 
be e c°al field of wide extent yielding a coking coal, 
c°ai t0 ntlaI Point being to obtain a sufficient supply of 

yearsenab^e fhe capital charge to be repaid in a series 
0,1 a larr, br°bably thirty. The works would have to be 
lbrbon;y'"e. scale to economize cost of working, but the 
s° that fu'°n Plunt would be placed near the pit-head,
°f tfie r e tubs could discharge direct into the bunkers 
each pj e °rt-charging machines. A convenient size for 
Xv°Uld f-jp11 w°uld be about 2,000 tons per day, and there 
area. -p, Sr>me five to six pits operating over quite a large 
f1 not s|_|.l‘r'e. would be no gain from any point of view 
r.°ro (.^^'PPing the coke and sulphate of ammonia direct 
'bout f Plt-head, as these would be ready for market 

111 *her treatment. Tar and gas would be taken

aitr°gen 
defects 
founts 

•into 
acid

enormous

Prof.
bent
the

by pipe lines to suitable points for their future treatment, 
depending upon geographical considerations. The tar 
from the whole of the works would be passed through 
continuous and automatic stills, where the various frac
tions would be obtained with the least expense. The 
fractions, after working with acid and soda, would pass 
to a second set of automatic stills, this process being 
continued until the pure produces ready for market 
obtained without the necessity for storage and in the 
least possible time. As to how far the treatment of 
residuals should be carried, no definite answer could be 
given, as it depended on the current prices, but on the 
scale considered, viz., 120,000 to 140,000 gallons of tar 
per day, it would certainly be advantageous to treat the 
products to a finish.

That portion of the gas not required for firing the 
automatic stills and for colliery purposes generally would 
be led to a different point, perhaps many miles from the 
pit-head. This offered no difficulty as regards the power 
required, the great obstacle being the cost of the pipe 
line, which might to a large extent be reduced by gas
holders at the delivery end so as to improve the load 
factor on the pipe line. The gas would be free from tar, 
but would contain the sulphur compounds, and would be 
employed in gas engines for the generation of electricity 
at high voltages.

No doubt electrical engineers would look askance at 
gas engines, not only from the many failures that had 
occurred with some of the large engines, but also at the 
fact that at present some 2,000 h.p. was about the largest 
size that could be built, whereas a steam turbine could 
be constructed to give an output of 20,000 kw. at a low 
first cost. The gas engine could only compete with the 
steam turbine when its gas was delivered to it at a price 
which, when helped by its high thermal efficiency, would 
enable it to recoup its large capital outlay. But perfect 
as was the steam turbine as a mechanical machine, its 
thermal efficiency was half that of its rival, as the cost 
of the steam delivered to it could not be reduced. There 
were also no by-products. For these reasons it was quite 
possible for the gas engine to produce current more 
cheaply than the turbine, but the price of gas of a 
calorific value of 500 B.T.U. per cub. ft. would have to 
be 4d. per thousand cub. ft. if coal be taken at 20s. per 
ton. This would give for each fuel about 125,000 B.T.U. 
per penny, and taking the gas engine as 2*4 times as 
efficient as a turbine, this should leave enough margin 
to compensate for the increased capital outlay. The 
exhaust gases would be washed so as to extract the sul
phuric acid, which would be returned to the pit-head in 
the manufacture of sulphate and the washing of the tars, 
so that the only external material to be purchased would 
be the soda ash used to neutralize the excess acid. In 
this manner the whole of the products of the coal would 
be recovered in a form ready for the market, and if the 
coke were used as a domestic fuel a smoke-laden atmos
phere would be impossible.

Producer gas for power and heating purposes had 
a large field in front of it, particularly when the factory 
was distant from the coal fields, and also where there 
was a steady load. In producer gas the whole of the fuel 
was converted into gas and tar, so that a large quantity 
of gas—120,000 to 140,000 cub. ft.—could be obtained 
per ton of coal. The ammonia yield was very high, being 
80 to 90 lbs. of sulphate per ton ; the calorific value of 
the gas was low, about 140 B.T.U. per cub. ft., and the 
tar was small in quantity and poor in quality, as it was 
nearly all pitch. The low calorific value and the difficulty 
of cleaning the gas were serious drawbacks to the trans
mission over long distances. In South Staffordshire, how-

were
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employed in gasworks. Gasworks at present were ter 
ribly handicapped and did not do what they cou 1 
were free from Acts of Parliament which saddled ^ 
with penalties not imposed upon any other industry, 
the coal were burned in a retort at a temperature ^ 
800 to 1,000 deg. C. and means taken by which the ë 
and tar were at once removed, they got a subs 
which was quite unlike gas coke, because gas COx<^ jf 
usually quenched in water, which was quite wrong- by 
the coke were placed in a closed vessel and coolea 
conduction alone on the Montreal system, a coke wo 
be obtained which would burn perfectly and which g 
a very bright and clear fire. The only difficulty w‘ 
was that it burned away more quickly than was 
able. It was possible to regulate the products by alte : 
the pressure and temperature inside the retort more 
the majority of people were disposed to think, a” t 
really was a question of what happened to be the 
valuable product at a particular time. The best res 
were 14 gallons of tar, from 2 to 2% gallons 01 » j
spirit suitable for motor-car work, and 3 to 4 gallo"s e 
fuel oils suitable for Diesel engines, so that a very. ”t 
proportion of useful substances could be obtained wi 
sacrificing anything.

ever, producer gas had been piped over a wide area for 
several years, and the undertaking now appeared to be 
on sound financial ground. The suction producer working 
on coke or anthracite coal had a very definite position 
for small plants in remote districts, where it formed a 
cheap and reliable source of power.

Taking the question of producer gas 
looked as though it would always have a definite use, 
but only a limited application, more especially in a 
country like Great Britain, where in time it would be 
possible in most parts to obtain electricity cheaply in 
bulk, and when this was the case no other source of 

need be considered.

whole, itas a

power
The case of coke ovens readily fell into the 

class as the retorted gas, the only difference being that 
to obtain coke capable of carrying the weight of the iron 
in the blast furnace, the temperature of carbonization 
must be high—1,200 deg. C., and the period long—24 
to 30 hour ; thus the tars were poorer from being more 
split up, and the cost of repairs to the ovens was con
siderably higher than on a gasworks retort. As hard 
coke must be made, the place for it was in conjunction 
with the ordinary plant, so that the by-products might 
be readily worked up.

same

Discussion.—Mr. W. M. Mordey said that Prof. 
Burstall had held out little hope that the gas turbine 
would be a practical tool in the near future, but there 
was one solution which occurred to him, viz., the adapta
tion of the Humphrey gas pump with a water turbine, 
allowing the water to drive a dynamo. The overall 
efficiency of the Humphrey pump in water horse-power 
was said to be something like 30 per cent., which was 
very high, and if the pump could be used in conjunction 
with a water turbine which had an efficiency of about 85 
per cent., an overall efficiency of the combined pump and 
turbine of 25 per cent, would be obtained. Such a solu
tion would very much simplify the problems now pre
sented by the gas turbine and provide at the same time 
a direct means of driving a dynamo by a simple rotating 
motor. This method would give an efficiency as high 
as any large gas engine would give in continuous work 
in a much more simple manner.

PLANT OF CANADIAN-VICKERS, LIMITED, 
MONTREAL.

the determination of the people
unde1Principally through

the Dominion of Canada to ultimately possess a nav> ^ , 
their own control, the opportunity of establishing a shipya 
in Canada with brilliant prospects for continuous work

Vickers-arisen. Quick to seize this opportunity Messrs. .
Limited, of England, under the name of the Canadian- 1 ^ 
ers, Limited, are establishing a complete ship-building ^ 
ship-repairing plant in Montreal, capable of constructing
repairing the largest vessels using the port of Montreal.

t ffOD*For repair purposes a floating dock was sent oui ^ 
England capable of lifting 25,000 tons and repairing a
700 feet in length.

For ship construction a slip 600 feet in length, but ^ 
able of extension, is being constructed on land reclaim6 
the Harbor Commissioners at Maisonneuve. ^

For the walls of this slip and for adjoining machine s ^ 
and factories, approximately two thousand concrete püeS 
being used.

cap-

Dr. J. S. Owens, dealing with the suggestion of the 
carbonization of coal at high temperature in order to get 
all the possible by-products, said that this produced a 
coke which was unsuitable for domestic use. Coke would 
not burn well unless there were a certain amount of 
volatile matter left in it, and such coke gave a very

With reference to the loss of
ofAfter exhaustive inquiries into the different types ^ 

Crete piles on the market, the owners decided that the ^ 
reliable was the Pedestal Pile, which had been used ' ^ 

gratifying results by the governments of the

os1
unpleasant-looking fire, 
nitrates from coal, recent experiments on the deposit in 
London had shown that the soot and dust falling on a 
given area measured in three or four places in the city 
was six times as great as in the suburbs. The total 
deposit was 500 tons per square mile per annum. On 
the general question of the utilization of oil, gas or solid 
fuel, we were apt to forget that very much of the pros
perity of England depended upon the utilization of its 
coal supply, and it seemed to him that we should almost 
eliminate—except as an academic question—the utiliza
tion of oil other than the oil derived from our own coal, 
because otherwise we would be cutting our own throats.

most
States and Canada and by the majority of large corpora 
in both countries. The pile is driven exclusively by the 
Arthur Concrete Pile and Foundation Co., of New York- 
possess the patent rights for the United States, Cana a

d3t>

other countries.
The general contract was awarded to Mr. E. G. M- ^ 

one of Montreal’s leading contractors, while the pilm# 
placed in the hands of the MacArthur Concrete P1 e 
Foundation Co.

Seven hundred and forty-seven of these piles, avcr^yjld' 
about 22 feet in length, have been driven under the ship ^ 
ing slip. Four tests were made with most gratifying rc -]es

than the load the
were to bear, showing no appreciable settlement.

The piling required for the shops, etc., is now'

CaP6'
w-»5

Prof. Burstall, in winding up the discussion, said 
he had not said anything about the Humphrey pump, 
because he did not think it could be made in sufficiently 
large sizes to warrant any application of the sort sug
gested. With regard to the coke mentioned by Dr, 
Owens, he did not wish it to be assumed that the method 
he had indicated would be the same as was at present

a load of 45 tons, 50 per cent, more
beip^

driven.
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IMPROVED management of waterworks.* of the very fact that things are in a run-down condition 
the results of his efforts will be all the more striking.

There may exist the feeling among some, that the 
supervision of waterworks should be entrusted to local 
engineers in general civil engineering practice. This 
would, as a matter of fact, be an injustice to such en
gineers for the reason that their numerous other duties 
and employments rarely permit them to acquire the 
necessary expertness in the restricted field of water
works. It would appear, therefore, that no conflict of 
interest exists between the consulting expert and the 
local engineer. On the contrary, the local engineer 
should be the first to recognize the necessity of the ser
vices of an expert in waterworks operation.

Paul Hansen,
Engineer, Illinois State Water Survey.

THE object of this paper is to advocate the employ
ment, on an annual basis, of consulting experts 
in connection with the operation of small water
works installations for the purpose of improving 

the service, the equipment, and the economy of opera
tion. This is by no means a new practice, but it is ex
ceedingly rare, whereas it should be virtually universal.

The means by which the expert’s services may be 
rendered are by occasional visits, say, monthly or quar
terly) by the training of the men locally employed, by 
t . periodic examination of records and accounts main- 
tair>ed in accordance with instructions furnished by the 
exPert and finally, by reports with recommendations, 
submitted at regular intervals. Not more than a few 
ays per month would be occupied by the work involved, 

3nd the service may be rendered at what, comparative y 
^Peaking, is a nominal fee. For supervising waterworks 
lri a small community $600 should yield a fair compen
sation. Perhaps a more satisfactory method would be 
t0. Ease the fee upon the gross receipts, making it a 
Ultable percentage thereof.

Need for Expert Supervision.—It is hardly neces- 
Sary to point out that there is a real need for impiovec 
management of waterworks, for the reason that most 
®ngineers who have had anything at all to do with water 
°rks are aware of the very general slipshod metho s 

employed. During the past eight years the writer ias 
, ad occasion to visit or receive reports upon about two 
undred small waterworks in the States of Ohio, I 11101 ■ 

and Kentucky, and not an instance is recalled of a smal 
waterworks installation (that is to say, for a town having 

P°Pulation of about 25,000 or less), where thoroug y 
Çctive methods of management were being emp oye 

*hls does not infer that all these waterworks installations 
ere Pot giving good service. As a matter of fact, some 

. ere giving good service,, but generally at unnecessari ) 
aiKe expense, and without adequate records an ac 

_°unts to show where economies might be institute 
. great majority, however, were giving very in erior 

n^rvice, and showed every outward evidence of care ess 
Ss and neglect in management. 

m Poss<bIe Objections to Expert Supervision- 
. e hod of improving the management herein discusse 
j? not advocated for the purpose of increasing the usi 
onfS consulting engineers, but because it seems e 
aly Practicable method whereby the desired results can 

J; Posent be accomplished. In large waterworks, or 
ofUrSe’ '*■ *s perfectly feasible to engage the entire ml 
s aa expert and designate him as general manager. n 
th a waterworks, however, it is not possible to a or 
en? Continuous services of an expert. 1 he men or mai 1 y 
tio,Pl°yed> while they may be intelligent and conscien- 

ls. have not had the opportunities of securing 
tivCeSSary training and experience to render most eitec- 

e service. But such men, backed by an expert, are 
M a rule capable of securing highly efficient results. 
1 J e generally it is found that the waterworks Pas 

c°me a political football and is relegated to the mercies 
Very incompetent men. In such cases the consu mg 

a Pert has a very difficult problem, but by tact and by 
aw* lng to the more enlightened sentiment of the com- 

'fy he may accomplish a great deal, and because

Some persons lean to the belief that supervision 
over public waterworks should be maintained by some 
central State authority, and such supervision is certainly 
desirable, in so far as the sanitary quality of water sup
plies is concerned. But to enter into the economic phases 
of waterworks operation to the extent of giving the 
close supervision herein contemplated, would be altogether 
impracticable. It would involve the maintenance of an 
expensive and cumbersome bureau engaged in performing 
functions which are primarily of local concern, and, 
moreover, the mere fact that the services of such a 
bureau would be foisted on the local community would 

the local authorities to be generally antagonisticcause
toward the bureau’s requirements. It is not practicable 
for any central body to go further in this matter than 
to do just enough to demonstrate the value of expert 
services in waterworks operation and leave the rest to 
municipal and private enterprise.

Results Obtainable through Expert Supervision.— 
Specifically, the results obtainable through expert super
vision of a waterworks are :—

1. Better service.
2. Reduction of cost of operation, which, of course, 

means increased earnings.
3. Anticipation of future requirements.
4. Improved design.
5. A professional and personal advantage to con

sulting engineers.
Better service means furnishing, throughout the 

community, an ample quantity of pure and clear water 
for domestic and industrial purposes, and providing a 
liberal safeguard against disastrous fires.

Decreased cost of operation means a supervision 
of all the details of operation in such manner that effec
tive service will be rendered at minimum expense.

Anticipation of future requirements means that all 
necessary increases in the supply and equipment will 
be foreseen, so that they may be provided before the 
community is reminded of its needs by destructive fires, 
inadequate equipment, or disastrous epidemics due to 
the pollution of the water.

The

—The

Improved design will result from a better knowledge 
of operating conditions than is ordinarily obtainable 
under present practice by those entrusted with the pre
paration of plans and specifications. The structural fea
tures can generally be readily taken care of, but a 
common fault is a failure to provide for contingencies 
encountered in operation. Under the present regime the 
consulting engineer’s connection ceases at about the time 
that operation begins, and if he has any curiosity to 
learn if his designs are working out successfully he must 
satisfy his curiosity at his own expense.

A personal advantage accrues to the consulting
the operation by givingengineer from supervision over 

him continuous and regular employment, thus enablingand * Re.ad before the Western Society of Engineers 
Published in the Journal for September, i9T3-
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recorded and the danger is never realized by the general 
public.

him to maintain his organization intact. Further, it 
benefits him professionally by enabling him to concentrate 
his practice within a limited field, and thus he has the 
opportunity of increasing his detailed knowledge along 
his chosen line ; in short, he renders himself more expert. 
There are many men in consulting practice to-day who 
attempt to cover such a broad field that it may be frankly 
said they are not thoroughly competent in any one line.

(b) Records Relating to Purification Works. A 
volume might be written upon this subject alone. Fx' 
periences with small filter plants are most disheartening- 
Practically all of the small filter plants in Illinois, num
bering half a dozen or more, are being ineffectively 
operated. The same is true in Ohio and Kentucky, and, 
no doubt, in other States. Some of the difficulty is due 
to bad design. Very small filter plants are apt to embody 
bad design, whereas the conditions under which they are 
operated are such that they should embody the very best 
design.

Modus Operand! of Expert Supervision.—For the
purpose of illustration and not with any intention of 
giving a treatise on how to supervise waterworks opera
tions, a brief description will-be given of the manner in 
which expert supervision should work out. Three factors 
form the basis upon which this work is conducted :—

1. Operation Records, relating to the physical facts 
connected with waterworks operation.

Expert supervision over mechanical filter plants 
(those most generally used in the middle west) does not 
necessarily result in reduced cost because of the prevalent 
reprehensible custom of omitting the use of coagulant 
when the raw water is moderately clear, but within the 
limits of efficient purification the cost can undoubtedly 
be reduced. The average small purification works is 
placed in charge of a pumpman or fireman, having many 
other duties to attend to, and it is but natural that this, 
combined with his lack of knowledge of water purifi
cation, results in almost total neglect. In many instances 
such men, through ignorance of the danger of impure 
water to public health, have no hesitancy in by-passing 
the raw water into the mains when it becomes convenient

2. Financial Accounts, relating, of course, to the
finances.

3. Technical Skill, which is required in obtaining 
and interpreting the operation records and financial 
accounts in such a way that all of the needs of the water
works plant are fully revealed.

It will be of advantage to inquire a little more fully 
into these three items and consider them separately.

Operation Records.—Records may be subdivided 
into several groups as follows : Those relating to source 
of supply, purification works, pumping station, and line 
distribution system.

(a) Records Relating to Source of Supply.—Records 
relating to the source of supply comprise measurements 
of the quantity of water available, sources of possible 
pollution and analyses of the water.

The measurement of the quantity of water available 
may be made in a variety of ways, some simple, some 
elaborate, depending upon the character of the source 
of supply. At any rate, such records are exceedingly 
valuable in forecasting the adequacy of the source of 
supply for future requirements. In the southern part of 
Illinois are two communities, each of which obtain their 
water supply from an impounding reservoir. During the 
past summer both of these reservoirs went practically 
dry, and remained so for some months. In 
emergency supply could be secured, the community suf
fered for want of water for ordinary domestic purposes 
and was left helpless against a conflagration.

In the case of surface-water supplies, the records 
relating to the condition of the watershed, particularly 
if the water is used in an unpurified condition, are ex
ceedingly important. Inspections of the watershed, when 
intelligently made, are much more reliable than analyses 
in showing dangers to health. It is merely necessary 
to mention the Plymouth , Pennsylvania, epidemic of 
typhoid fever in 1885 to demonstrate the futility of 
analyses in detecting intermittent pollution, such 
responsible for that disastrous outbreak.

Analyses, however, should not be ignored, especially 
when it is possible to secure a long series of analyses, 
as they then become a measure of the pollution and give 
a record of the physical and mineral characteristics of 
the water. Where purification of the water is employed, 
such analyses are well-nigh indispensable, as will be dis
cussed later.

It is much easier to give examples of the evil results 
of failure to maintain proper records regarding the 
of supply than to give examples of water famines and 
other disasters that have been averted by the maintenance 
of such records. The latter instances are ordinarily not

to do so.
Records necessary for maintaining proper super

vision over mechanical filter plants include analyses of 
the raw and filtered water, the quantity of water treated, 
quantity of chemicals used, the frequency of washing1 
the filters, the quantity of wash water used, and nu
merous other details. For obtaining analytical data there 
should be established, in connection with every filter 
plant, however small, a modestly-equipped laboratory- 
It is an easy matter to train any ordinary waterworks 
employee of normal intelligence how to make simple 
analytical determinations which will not only furnish 
the desired records, but will guide the filter attendant 
in his daily operation of the plant. If the expert has 
laboratories at his command, additional analytical control 
may be maintained on a somewhat more elaborate scale-

(c) Records Relating to Pumping Station.—A small 
waterworks pumping station, for which complete records 
are maintained, is a great rarity. Often it is impossible 
to get even an approximation of the quantity of water 
pumped, and generally the only records are from pump 
revolution counters without any allowance for slippage- 
It is a comparatively simple matter to weigh the coal 
and ash, to maintain pumping records both from revo
lution counters on the pumps and from a meter placed 
upon the main discharge from the station, and records 
of the discharge pressure, suction lift, quantity of boiler 
water used, etc. With such items as these it is possible 
to always know the condition of the pumps, figure accu
rately the station duty, and otherwise reveal opportunities 
for improvement and cutting down the demands on the 
coal pile. The expert can also arrange, where condition5 
warrant, for purchasing fuel and possibly other supplie5 
on an analytical basis.

(d) Records Relating to Distribution System.—Most 
deplorable of all are the records ordinarily maintained 
in connection with the distribution system. The location! 
of mains, valves, and service connections is generally 
stored in the memory of ex-waterworks employees and 
local plumbers, who regard these facts more or less as 
stock-in-trade, and would consider it business suicide 
to record them. In many towns there is no vestige

one case no

as was

source
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-P °f the distribution system to be found, and where 
. maPs do exist it is only occasionally that they show 

j ns ^aid since the original waterworks installation. It 
n°t strange, therefore, that extensions to the distri- 

system are generally unwisely made, that fire 
th6SSUre *s °^ten lowest where most needed, and that 
j er^ are many undetected leaks and thefts of water, 

he hands of an expert all of these difficulties may be 
1 y overcome simply by the maintenance of complete 
PS and plans, by periodic inspections, and by occa- 
a* tests for pressure, leakage, and waste.

Financial Accounts. — Waterworks accounting,
. ^Pecially in municipally-owned establishments, is usually 
arg9 Cha°tic state. About all that is ordinarily recorded 
It C !he gfoss receipts and gross expenditures, roughly 
. . *zed. Capital accounts are almost unheard of, and 
of *0.'°^ten impossible to get even approximately the cost 
f e plant. In many municipal plants large donations 
;t m Public funds are calmly included as earnings. Such 
!_ Dir as depreciation, allowances for taxes, interest on 
icy estment, sinking -fund, rent, etc., are altogether
snored, 
source

BUCKET ELEVATORS.

By Reginald Trautschold, M.E.
bution

LL the material handling equipment so far 
considered in this series of articles has one and 
the same drawback—so serious that in some in
stallations use of such apparatus is impossible or 

inadvisable—and that is its limitations in elevating opera
tions. Flight conveyers, belt conveyers and to some ex
tent even screw conveyers are used to raise material from 
one elevation to a higher one, but such operation necessi
tates the load being carried up a comparatively gradual 
incline so that considerable space for equipment is neces
sary before any relatively great lift is possible ; even when 
the elevating system consists of a system of several in
clined conveyers that deliver their load from one to the 
other and are arranged as compactly as possible, such as 
systems of criss-cross conveyers. The logical procedure 
is to place the load in a bucket and raise it in a vertical 
or nearly vertical plane—that is, when space is not avail
able for the more cumbersome arrangement of elevating 
in slightly inclined planes. By substituting a succession 
of relatively small buckets, attached to an endless chain 
or belt running over suitable sprockets or pulleys, so that 
they may be raised continuously, the material may be 
elevated in small individual loads so that at the higher 
elevation it is practically delivered in a steady and uni
form stream, thus greatly increasing capacity of elevating 
apparatus and supplying the material in quantities that 

be easily and rapidly handled from that point, when 
further conveyance is necessary, by other conveying 
chinery, or can be efficiently disposed of by chutes, etc. 
Such a system for elevating materials comprises what is 
known as a “bucket elevator.”

A

If the gross receipts, no matter from what 
Pu exceed the gross expenditures, no matter for what 
st P°se> a profit is proudly proclaimed. In some in- 
Co nces’_ on the other hand, large numbers of free service 

"étions make a waterworks appear as a losing pro- 
Wo 1 *on> whereas suitable compensation for such services 

u o place the plant upon a sound financial basis.
;te Correctly-maintained accounts should display fully 
ac ailz<‘h capital accounts, maintenance accounts, repair 
<je 0un.ts> replacement accounts, sinking fund accounts, 
eve eC!ation accounts, interest accounts, and, in fact, 
0p ,*tem that enters into waterworks construction, 
in .’ at*°n, and maintenance should be carefully recorded 
tain.8] hr°Per place. In addition, there should be main- 
C(Jn accounts showing unit costs for operation and 
CQr.S rilption. These latter are very valuable in making 
i„ ()!)arlSons with other plants and with the same plant 
tiCul years. Accurately-maintained accounts are par
ing 'l' serviceable in the adjustment of water rates, 
on establishment of water rates is, at the present time, 
for 3 m°st unscientific basis, and it is common practice 
e$tahr^ communities to adopt, parrot fashion, the rates 
man ls^pd in some other community, regardless of the 
dei;vnef *n which the water is obtained and the cost of 

ering it to
to .Technical Skill.—But little can be said with respect 
aptit6^111'03! skill. It is primarily a matter of natural 
°ne Ui anc* experience, and it is needless to say that no 
tiCe S ®uld presume to enter this field of consulting prac- 
renp]Un ess his natural aptitude and experience have 
of r^Ie<;* him fitted therefor. Aside from the maintenance 
c°nsm°rdS 3n<^ financial accounts it is necessary for the 
erup| tlnS, expert to thoroughly instruct the men locally 
of Co°^eh in their respective duties, and this necessitates. 
On t|,llrSe’ ®kill and a thorough knowledge of such duties 
expp16 ^art °f the expert. The analytical mind of the 
UiOclif ■a*So enables him to discover opportunities for 
Untra^mf’ methods of operation which the more or less 

’ned man would fail to see.
perts ? Summarize : The employment of consulting ex- 
an<j 0 supervise the operation of public water supplies 
StitutJ ler Public utilities in the small communities, con- 
the oes a simple and the only practicable method whereby 
Xvher,q| rat'on °f such utilities may be rendered efficient, 
Ml] a "V design may be improved, and whereby there 
îage tCCrue a distinct professional and financial advan- 
is hard exPerts- Once this system is fairly tried it 

c lo believe that it will not gain general favor.

can
ma-

Two general types of bucket elevators are in common 
use, those in which the buckets follow one another in 
close succession (continuous bucket elevators) and those 
in which the buckets are attached to chains or belts so 
that there is an appreciable space between succeeding 
buckets. The continuous type is not now as commonly 
used as formerly nor as commonly used as the standard 
type of bucket elevator in which the buckets are spaced 
further apart and at regular intervals. Continuous bucket 
elevators, however, possess certain advantages over the 
more common type of elevator, so cannot be overlooked 
in a comprehensive discussion. They will be considered 
then, but after taking up a careful study of the standard 
bucket elevator.

consumers.

Bucket elevators in which the buckets do not follow 
another in close succession may be of three generalone

classes: 1st, those in which the buckets are attached to 
a single endless chain ; 2nd, those in which the buckets 

attached to two matched strands of endless chain ; 
and 3rd, elevators in which the buckets are attached to 
an endless belt. Bucket elevators in which only a single 
chain is employed on which to carry 
nearly always installed at an inclination with the vertical 
in order that the load may be properly discharged from 
the buckets as they pass around the head elevator 
sprocket, for a vertical elevator of this kind would spill 
a large portion of its load between the two runs of 
buckets, or, if run at such a speed as to assure proper 
discharge of load as the buckets passed the top of the 
head elevator sprocket it would be impossible properly 
to fill the buckets, to say nothing of the difficulty of 
properly handling the load discharged at the necessarily 
high speed. Equipment employing two chains for carry
ing the buckets may be similarly inclined or may be run 
vertically if choke sprockets are employed to deflect the

are

the buckets are
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consists of a more or less horizontal stretch over which 
the load is scraped or dragged, as in the case of a flight 
conveyer, before the buckets start their operation of ele
vating or where the upper end of the elevator is carried 
over a similar stretch before entirely discharging its load, 
but such modifications so closely resemble “bucket car
riers” that they will be overlooked at present and referred 
to again when discussing the more complicated combined 
bucket elevator and conveyer, the bucket carrier. Limit
ing this discussion to the ordinary type of standard bucket 
elevator, therefore, further description is unnecessary 
owing to the extreme simplicity of the equipment.

Table VIII.—Capacity of Bucket Elevators (Standard 
Buckets)—Tons Per Hour. Material Weighing 

100 Pounds Per Cubic Foot. Elevator Speed,
100 Feet Per Minute.

of conveyer close to the headreturn (downward) run 
elevator sprockets, or if the rising buckets are carried 
over a short more or less horizontal path before they de
scend to the elevator boot to be refilled—i.e., causing the 
path of the buckets to follow the outline of a right-angle 
triangle, the loaded buckets ascending the vertical stretch, 
then being carried and unloaded over a horizontal section 
of elevator and the empty buckets returned to the elevator 
boot in an inclined plane. The belt type of bucket ele
vator, not permitting the use of deflecting pulleys, must 
also be run in a plane inclined to the vertical, for, though 
the spill of load between the rising and descending 
stretches of elevator would not be as great as in the case 
of the single chain elevator, still much of the load would

BUCKET ELEVATORS.
Horsepower required for Elevators continuously and uniformly loaded

To ascertain total horsepower required; when the ton is the 
___ multiply the 'Horsepower' readiny of Chart by the distance in

feet between the end Elevator wheels (sprockets or pulleysj; when the bushel 
is the measure of capacity, multiply the 'Horsepower-Constant readiny of 
Chart
by the weiyh

Size of 
Buckets

5 in. x 4 in.
6 in. x 4 in.
8 in. x 5 in.
9 in. x 5 in.

10 in. x 6 in.
11 in. x 6 in.
12 in. x 6 in. 
14 in. x 6 in. 
16 in. x 6 in. 
18 in. x 6 in. 
20 in. x 6 in. 
14 in. x 8 in. 
16 in. x 8 in. 
18 in. x 8 in. 
20 in. x 8 in. 
24 in. x 8 in.

Buckets spaced 
15 in.
5.35
6.00

15.00
17.00
26.75 
30.00 
33.00 
38.50 
44.00 
49.25 
55.00
62.75 
72.00 
80.00 
90.00

104.00

measure
18 in.12 in. 

6.50of capacity, mu 4.25
5.007.75opacity, multiply the Horsepou/er-Constant readiny of 

by the product of the distance in feet between the. end Elevator wheels 
weiyht of the load in. pounds per cubic foot or by four-fifths of the 

weiyht of one bushel of load in pounds.

12.50 
14.00 
23.00 
25.00
27.25 
32.00
36.50 
41.00 
46.00
52.25 
60.00 
66.00 
74.00 
86.00

19.00
21.25
34.50
37.75
41.25 
48.00 
55.00
61.75 
69.00
78.50 
90.00

100.00
112.00
128.50

Capacitu-Tons per hour.
40 SO 60 70■ SO 90 too no

Capacity -Bushels
300 600 900 1200 _

ISO 130 140 ISO 160

per hour. )6
024

0.2(
$V t.
i8! 1

The capacity of bucket elevators depends, of course, 
upon the size of the buckets, their number and the spec 
at which the elevator is run. The size of bucket also de
pends somewhat on the character of the material to b 
handled for bulky materials naturally require larger 

• buckets than those which might be entirely suitable f°r 
the handling of fine material. However, the averag® 
class of materials usually handled in bulk by bucket ele
vators does not vary so much as to prevent a fair averag® 
carrying capacity being fixed for a bucket of spécifié® 
size. The shape of the bucket also effects the question 0 
its carrying capacity, but here standardization of equip 
ment has devised a shape of bucket that is almost uni
versally employed or when modified for special install3' 
tions, such as those in which the inclination of the elevator 
from the vertical is great, has a carrying capacity abou 
the same as the standard bucket, which is fairly constan 
for any particular size (size expressed as length x wim 
of bucket) so that, for all practical purposes, the ten g t3 
and width of the bucket determines its carrying capacity- 
The number of buckets, as they are invariably attached t° 
the chain or belt at regular intervals, depends upon tn 
spacing ; while the capacity of any elevator buckets 
their spacing being the same, depends directly upon tn 
speed at which the elevator is run, i.e., speed of elevate 
chain or belt. Table VIII. gives the best ordinary ca( 
pacity, in terms of tons per hour, of standard buck 
elevators, equipped with various common sizes of standar 
elevator buckets at ordinary standard spacings, when t3^ 
elevator is continuously and uniformly loaded with r°a 
terial weighing 100 pounds per cubic foot and an elevate 
speed of 100 feet per minute. For elevators handling
material of other weight or at other speeds, capac*1 
varies directly with the weight of the material per cud 
foot and with the speed at which the buckets are 
Table IX. gives similar data expressed as the number 
bushels of material that can be handled by such elevate 
in an hour. The question of most efficient speed at vvlu

e
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ÇOO 900 /too is 00
Capacity -Bushels per hour- 

40 GO 60 70 GO 90 100 HO
Capacity - Tons per hour.
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fail to reach the discharge chute of the elevator and ma
terial would fall against the descending belt and be carried 
about the boot (lower elevator) pulley, causing disastrous 
wear to the belt, possible wreckage of elevator, etc.

Standard bucket elevators, of any of the three classes 
nearly invariably similar so far as their drives and 

loading equipment are concerned. They are driven, 
through a train of reducing gears ordinarily, by their 
head sprockets or pulleys and are loaded from an elevator 
boot which ordinarily contains adjustable take-up bear
ings for the boot sprocket or pulley by which the tension 
in the return run of buckets may be regulated—the ex
cess slack taken up. Frequently the elevator is enclosed 
in a casing, from the elevator boot up, with suitable out
let for the discharge, which serves to protect the equip
ment frt>m injury and to return any spill of the load to 
the elevator boot for re-handling. Modifications of these 
general types of elevators naturally exist, excluding 
special elevators for handling materials in barrels, boxes, 
bales, etc., etc., such as elevators in which the lower end

and

are

run-
of



Table X.—Efficient Speeds for Bucket Elevators Handling 
Various Materials.

Material Advisable Speed 
100 feet per minute 
125 “

Coke...........................................................................
Broken Stone (coarse) ; Lump Coal—R/M....
Ashes, Lime and Cement......................................
Ore, Crushed Stone, Sand and Gravel............
Fine Coal...................................

150

n *n the consumption of power, bucket elevators 
th1 fparticularly economical or efficient, for not only does 
btf °rce gravity act directly against the lift of the load 
p several other operations consume considerable power. 
thuT ln®*ance> there is the loss due to the inefficiency of 
los drivin£ mechanism, comparatively heavy friction 
js Se? considering the fact that the number of bearings 
to small in any elevator, owing, in a chain elevator, 
resl e individual friction in each link joint of chain which 
an"!st® carrying the chain about the end sprockets, etc., 
t ’ ln the belt elevator, to the unavoidable slippage be- 
sis?en elevator belt and the elevator pulleys, the re
ap ariCe the material in the elevator boot to the pass- 
loa^t t^1€ Sockets through the boot as they pick up their 
c a ’.etc., etc. There is also, in an inclined elevator, a 
fr ain slight consumption of energy in carrying the load 
Plat11 t*1e vei"tical loading plane to the vertical discharging 

but this latter requirement of power is actu lly so 
dis*5 l> as elevators are ordinarily installed, that it. an be 
opee^ar(ied. The exact value of these inefficiencies and 
rai ^a,10ns consuming power that is not instrumental in 
f0rSln^he load is difficult to ascertain, and no fixed law 
l0s nrr'ving at the correct proportion to allow for such 
hLlc,Cs °f power can be advanced. Manufacturers of 
per xct elevator equipment usually allow a margin of 5° 
bie t]611*'" f° cover all requirements for power other than 
e)ev, le°retical amount that would be actually required to 
c-giv'1',6 file given load from the point at which it is re- 
chareod (in the elevator boot) to that at which, it is dis- 
of vN^d (over the head of the elevator). Numerous tests 
th;s aric>us installations in actual operation tend to confirm 
in v Pr.actice and though the percentages of power losses 
tn0r?ri°Us operations do vary considerably their sum is 
per COnstant and does actually amount to close to 50 
and l nt' In the derivation of Formulae XVII., XVIII-a 
t’or average losses and inefficiencies have been allowed 
f°rmi llle. results obtained from the use of any of these 
aptum * w'l.l he found to agree very closely with the 
pro ' requirements of the average well-installed and 
Pre$er ^ cared for standard bucket elevator. Chart IV. 

nts the same data as the horsepower formulae in a

are

Table IX.—Capacity of Bucket Elevators (Standard 
buckets)—Bushels Per Hour. Elevator Speed,

100 Feet Per Minute.
Buckets spaced 

15 in.
Size of 
Buckets 
;n. x 4 in.
jn. x 4 in.
jo. x 5 in. 
in. x 5 in.

1° jn. x 6 in. 
, in. x 6 in. 
12 in. x 6 in. 
44 in. x 6 in. 
46 in. x 6 in.
20 X 6 in' 7° m. x 6 in.
?4 'n. x 8 in. 
46 in. x 8 in.
on I0' x 8 in- 
i” ‘n. x 8 in. 
24 >n. x 8 in.

18 in.12 in.
7691114
91137 110

223335 268
251377 301
406610 487
448671 536
488586732
568684854
651781976
7338791098
8139761220
92911041393

10621592 1274
11941791 1433
13271990 1592
15922388 1912

convenient graphical form that enables the ascertaining 
of the power requirements of any ordinary installation to 
be made rapidly and with sufficient accuracy for practical 
purposes.

Horsepower :
H = distance through which load is elevated—height of elevator 

—in feet.
Weight of load elevated in tons per hour (capacity). 
Bushels of load elevated per hour (capacity), 

w' = Weight of 1 cubic foot of load in pounds, 
b' = Weight of 1 bushel of load in pounds.

W x 2000 x H

W =
B =

WH
= horsepower required to elevate load = ------

1000
63 Bw'H

60 x 33000 
B x 1.25 w'x H

60 x 33000 
B x b' x H

100,000,000
50 Bb'H

60 x 33000
Power loss consumed in running apparatus......................
Power loss due to dragging buckets through charged boot
Other unavoidable losses ......................................................
Then,

100,000,000
about 174%

124

HORSEPOWER REQUIRED TO OPERATE 
BUCKET ELEVATOR

15 WH
HP =

Formula XVII.10,000
95 Bw'H

HP =
Formula XVIII-a.100,000,000

75 Bb'H
HP =

Formula XVIII b.100,000,000

Standardization of bucket elevator apparatus facili
tates arriving at the cost of the average complete equip
ment, but the multiplicity of standard types of buckets, 
chains, etc., varies to a considerable extent the initial 
cost of even an ordinary installation, necessitating a 
formula for approximating the cost of equipment a num
ber of constants that differ for the standard component 
parts of the elevator. However, as this discussion must 
necessarily be limited to a consideration of general prac
tice and the class of bucket elevator usually found in in
stallations of such character, it is possible to group the 
apparatus into classes in which exists an approximately 
constant relationship as to cost. For instance, the chains 
customarily employed for bucket elevators may be group
ed into two classes : one represented by the ordinary de
tachable link chain, commonly known as the “engineer
ing chain,” and the other by the more costly “combina
tion chain,” a chain with malleable iron links and steel 
pins, or by the relatively expensive all-steel link chains, 
etc. The cost of the chains of both these groups varies 
closely with their strength or weight, which in turn varies 
with the load that the elevator is to handle—one group to 
a greater extent than the other. Practice has also pretty 
well standardized the spacing of the buckets for any par
ticular size of elevator (size measured by length x width 
of bucket) so that the load on an elevator can be expressed 
in terms of size of bucket, height of elevator and weight 
of the material handled. A similar relationship exists 
for elevators employing belts instead of chains upon which 
to carry the buckets. The elevator buckets are usually 
of steel or of malleable iron, the latter type of bucket be
ing employed when the load to be handled possesses cer
tain chemical properties or is of a temperature that would

0 run a bucket elevator, the condition upon which the 
Pacity of the apparatus directly depends, is one con- 
rning which there is a great diversity of opinion. It is 

^enerally admitted, however, that the most efficient speed 
r a standard bucket elevator is about the same as that 

a flight conveyer handling similar material. Such 
factice is usually pretty correct and Table X., giving the 
ful ra^6 ac4uaI speed at which a number of very success- 
n and efficient bucket elevator installations are run, 
Confirms the rule.

for

)
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Net operating cost (N.O. C. ) :—
H = Height (distance) through which load is elevated in feet. 

= Height of elevator.
W = Weight ot load elevated in tons per hour (capacity). 

Average cost of equipment :—
= 0.000328 WH + 0.003484 W.

Fixed charges :—
Interest 6% total cost = 0.000027 WH + 0.000296 WInsurance - 1%
Taxes 2%—% cost 

Depreciation, renewals, etc. :—
On elevator buckets .... = 0.000090 WH 

elevator chain or belt = 0.000012 WH
0.000523 W 

= 0.000010 WH + 0.000052 W

= 0.000112 WH + 0.000575 W

balance of equipment = 
Depreciation account

Total depreciation, etc.
Yearly burden :—

= 0.00014 WH + 0.00087 W 
Horsepower, attendance, supplies, etc. :—

P0 = Price (cost) of a horsepower per hour.
. N = Number of hours (total) elevator is in use per year. 

, Cost of power = 0.0015 WHNPC
0.000075
0.000055

attendance, etc. = 
supplies, etc. =

Burden depending on use of
0.00013elevator = 0 0015 WHNPC +

Then :—
Net operating cost (N.O.C.) per ton :— 

112 H + 575 + (130 H + 1500 HPC ) N
N.O.C. =

Formula XX.1,000,000 N
Examples :

1. Conditions :—
Material elevated 50' 0"
Service ................ 2400 hours per year =
Cost of power .. $0.02 per horsepower per hour =

5600 + 575 + 19200000 elevated-= $0.0080025 per tonN.O.C. =
2,400,000,000

2. Conditions :—
The same as in the preceding example except that 

service is but 1200 hours per year.
5600 + 575 + 9600000 ated-= $0.0080051 per ton elevN.O.C. =

1,200,000,000

afldAssuming conditions that are common in practice 
which may therefore be taken as representative, it will 
noted that there is really very little difference in i ( 
average net cost of handling material by a bucket eleva 
whether the installation is in operation a good share ^ 
the year or only made use of for half that time. 1 *llS 
due, of course, to the fact that the item of power, etc“

cost of equipment expressed in terms of average tonnage 
capacity and height of elevator. Such a general equation 
would not be as accurate for purposes of forming an esti
mate of the cost of an installation, but is quite accurate 
enough for purposes of arriving at the probable ne 
operating cost, where the fixed burden of interest on in
vestment, taxes and insurance represents but a compara
tively small percentage of the initial cost of equipment- 
Calculations of depreciation, etc., may be made on sue 
a general equation, for, though depreciation is not con
stant for elevators subject to all kinds of service or even 
to average service, the error or increase in depreciatio 
for an elevator handling heavy material would be in large 
part compensated for by the excess fixed burden charge 
that would arise from the error in the initial cost, as ob
tained from the use of such general formula, such initia^ 
cost being in excess of the real cost. The expense t- 
power, supplies, etc., being nearly directly proportions 
to the load handled and height of the elevator and, being 
a considerable expense in “net operating cost,” can be 
pretty accurately figured and has a marked effect upon tne 
accuracy of Formula XX., by the use of which a con
servative and fairly reliable opinion can be formed of m 
probable net operating cost of any ordinary installation 
of bucket elevator, knowing the actual cost of power.

be injurious to steel elevator buckets. The weight of the 
bucket, governed by the thickness of its walls, depends 
nearly entirely upon the weight of the material to be ele
vated. These definite relationships, and the fact that the 
capacity of a standard proportioned elevator varies with 
the size of the buckets employed, permit the expression 
of the cost of the necessary -elevator buckets at so much 
per foot of elevator, depending upon their size, the weight 
of material handled and whether of steel or malleable iron 
construction. The balance of the necessary equipment, 
consisting of elevator boot, drive, sprockets or pulleys, 
shafting, bearings, etc., does not vary so much in cost 

with the load carried as with the size of the buckets at 
least, in the ordinary installation. In fact, grouping must 
again be resorted to, for the cost of these parts does not 
vary to any great extent for elevators of about the same 
size—that is, the cost of these parts for 811 x 5" elevator 
would not differ much from the cost of similar

The average carry-parts for a 10" x 6" elevator, 
ing capacity of these two sizes of elevators, how
ever, would vary by nearly 100 per cent. All 
these relationships and conditions are taken into con
sideration in the derivation of Formula XIX. and a cer
tain allowance is also made for the cost of the elevator 
discharge chute, so that the costs obtained through the 

of this equation will be found to be approximately ac
curate in the majority of simple bucket elevator installa

it must be remembered, however, that no allow
ance is made for an elevator casing and, if such is re
quired, it should be figured upon as an extra item 
item of convenience or safety that does not necessarily 
affect the economic value of the installation.

use

tions.

—an

Initial Cost :
C = Cost of complete bucket elevator equipment in dollars 
H = Height of elevator in feet—distance load is raised, 
wl = Size of elevator (buckets) = width x length in inches. 
S = Spacing of buckets in inches.
w' = Weight of material elevated (load) in pounds per cu. ft.

0.00656 wlH
x w'Cost of elevator chains (engineering chain) =

S
0.01312 wlH

x w'(combination chain) =
S

0.00437 wlH
x w'Cost of elevator belts (high grade rubber) =

S
0.02592 wlH

x w'Cost of standard steel elevator buckets
S

0.04493 wlH
x w'Cost of malleable iron elevator buckets

S
Cost of boot, drive, pulleys, etc. (D = constant) — Dwl. 
Then :—

(A + B)wl x H x w'
+ DwlC =

Formula XIX.S
Where :—

A = Constant = 0.00656—standard detachable chain.
= 0.01312—combination chain.
= 0.00437—high grade rubber belt.

B = Constant = 0.02592—standard steel elevator buckets.
= 0.04493—malleable iron elevator buckets.

SINGLE CHAIN ELEVATORS.
D = Constant = 1.56 when wl does not exceed 24 square inches 

= 1.09 when wl exceeds 24 square inches

DOUBLE CHAIN AND BELT ELEVATORS.
D = Constant = 2.01 when wl does not exceed 24 square inches 

= 1.40 when wl equals from 30 to 66 square inches 
= 1.18 when wl equals from 72 to 96 square inches 
= 1.11 when wl exceeds 100 square inches

Assuming that an ordinary installation of bucket is 
properly cared for and that it is subjected only to the 
service for which it was designed, Formula XIX. may be 
greatly simplified and a close approximation of the initial

/
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which is dependent upon the actual hours of service, plays 
important part in the question of cost of operation. 

ls is a decided advantage in dredging and excavating 
Operations, etc., in which modifications of the standard 
ype of bucket elevators are very frequently and ex- 
ensively employed, as such operations are of necessity 

Intermittent and, though not as conducive to economy as 
1 the apparatus was more mechanically efficient, does 
enable accurate preliminary estimates of cost to be arrived

., The continuous bucket type of elevator differs from 
s-e.standard bucket elevator principally in design, con- 

s mg of a c]ose succession of V-shaped buckets, having 
loe|.r s*des projecting past the back of the bucket so as 
of h1"111 ^ hind of chute over which—on commencement 
k the downward travel of the buckets—the succeeding 
ej chets discharge their load as they pass over the head 
of ïat0^ wheel or sprocket, and in the common omission 

°ading elevator boot. The elevator may be vertical 
or lie i
formerln a plane somewhat inclined to the vertical. In the

arrangement, take-up bearings must be provided 
the tail elevator wheel to permit the maintaining of 

r . Pr°Per tension in the elevator chain in order that the 
: ,Urn (downward) 
nterfere with

^ntmuous
ch'i'°m Prov*ded with take-up bearings, the tension in the 
dri'1? risini run buckets provided by the elevator
hic-T’ for all types of bucket elevators is invariably
Sid * e<^ al t^le head of the elevator, keeping the loaded 
b^°f the elevator taut while the return run of empty 

et® is allowed to descend in the path of a parabola 
^ exact curvature depending upon the slack in the chain. 
bUc|aPPreciable time is required to fill each succeeding 
tfie a cont*nuous bucket elevator, and thus realize
rUn U * CaPacity °f the apparatus, it must necessarily be 
for a«- a- comParatively slow speed. It is in this exaction 
vat 6 1ciency that the main advantage of this type of ele- 
bu ?r construction lies, and for this reason the continuous 
Spe "ft elevator is not entirely replaced by the higher 
Co e and cheaper elevator of standard bucket elevator 
th„S rut-tion. The slow speed of the buckets enables 
USl)rn..to be filled directly—that is, the elevator load is 
UtecT ^ delivered directly to the buckets, not to an inter
file *ate ,receptacle from which the load is picked up by 
backrn°Ving buckets, as is the practice for the standard 
diScL€t levator. The slow movement also permits the 
Thu ar^e °f load in a comparatively slow-moving stream, 
rpotn' Jreakage of material by the moving buckets at 
thc |1ent °f loading the elevator is minimized, as is also 

Z^ahage on discharge.
bUck 16 carrying capacity of each individual V-shaped 
froniC\ t*1e continuous elevator does not vary greatly 
buC]( lnt °f the individual bucket of the standard type of 
buck^ e*evator> so that the table of capacity of standard 
buC].et e^evators can be made applicable to the continuous 
clcv;',1 1>’PC of elevator by correcting for the speed of the 
Case 0fT and the spacing of the buckets ; which, in the 
ecffial t^‘e continuous bucket elevator, is approximately 
r<5quj the depth of the V-shaped buckets. The power 
or co- t0 °Perate a bucket elevator of either the standard 
satiie nhnuous bucket type is the same—elevators of the 
comDCnrry*ng capacity—as the descending empty buckets 
themsuSate ^or the power required to raise the buckets 
h>r ^ 6 ' Cs on the carrying stretch, so that the formula 
buckc?'Sep0Wer required is the same for either type of 
°Per-.i- C,evator. The formula for ascertaining the net 
of tratm
'ffatpl!6 Ccr)nomir valu 
though tC,0rr,ect ft ahe latter ne

for
the

run of buckets may not oscillate and 
the rising and loaded buckets, 

bucket elevators,
Inclined

the other hand, areon

S cost of a
also approxi- 
elevator, for 
first cost, its

of the system) 
cc tinuous buck 

is ore expensive

depreciation charge, etc., is not apt to be as high. The 
two inaccuracies tend to counteract each other, besides 
which any error is discounted by the fact that the major 
expenses, those for power, attendance, supplies, etc., are 
about the same under similar conditions of service.

Other modifications of bucket elevators are in com
mon use for handling barrels, boxes, heavy bales of goods 
and for many other special purposes, but a detailed con
sideration of such is quite impossible in a limited discus
sion of this nature. However, the horsepower formulae 
will be found to be of considerable value in considering 
the economic advantages of even such special types of 
apparatus, as but minor alterations in such formulae need 
be made to suit any conceivable system. Net operating 
costs will vary in each special installation, however, and 
cannot readily be arrived at without careful consideration 
of all the particular conditions and requirements. With
out such data, an opinion of the economic value of any 
such apparatus must be based largely upon the conveni
ence that such an installation would promise, but it is 
usually safe to assume that m addition to convenience a 
considerable monetary saving would ensue from the in
stallation of almost any kind of apparatus for mechani
cally elevating materials confined in boxes, barrels, or in 
other ways—a saving usually approaching that which is 
possible in the handling of materials in bulk.

DESTRUCTION OF GARBAGE BY INCINERATION.

By H. C. Andrews.

CCORDINGLY as the population of this country 
increases so must the representatives of 
munities and officials in charge of public works 
give this important matter their more careful 

especially in the large cities and

A corn-

consideration, 
thickly populated areas.

The health of the community is reflected in its 
mercial prosperity ; and, unquestionably the sanitary ar
rangements of a town go very far towards promoting and 
maintaining the health and energy of its inhabitants. In 

s this age of the application of science to all questions of 
sanitation, it is universally recognized that cleanliness 
(by which is meant the entire absence of filth) is not only 
“next to Godliness,” but is absolutely essential for the 
prevention of such diseases as smallpox, typhoid fever, 
and consumption. Students of public health are agreed 
that such diseases have, in the past, been very largely 
caused by deposits of refuse providing the breeding 
ground for the multiplication of the most deadly of the 
known bacilli ; and, as a consequence, the method of deal
ing with the refuse accumulating daily in a town of any 
size becomes a vital question.

In Canada, with its hot summer, collections of dump
ed garbage should be an vmknown quantity, and it is 
surprising that the Department of Public Health should 
have allowed to exist so long as it has the large and of
fensive garbage tips one frequently sees, and upon which 
dwellings are subsequently erected, the occupants of 
which are likely to suffer from the exhalations that must 
necessarily arise in such

It has been for some years past an acknowledged 
fact that the worst of our summer pests, commonly called 
the house fly, and the blue bottle, thrive and multiply in 
millions on these heaps, which are in various stages of 
putrefaction and decomposition ; also that these flies 
responsible for a large proportion of infantile mortality 
and other sickness during the summer months.

more

corn-

cases.

are
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must be intense. The continuous grate is now the on y 
accepted form of fire grate ; the cells may be arranged 111 
units, with a combustion or carcase chamber and boiler- 

5. There are various types of doors for clinkering 
the fires and also various methods of clinkering, but a 
truck running on tracks in front of the furnaces, nfl-0 
which the clinker is raked direct from the fires, is use 
in most cases, as the truck, when full, can be pushe 
outside and dumped at anv convenient spot outside t e 
building.

6. Forced draft can be obtained by electric or stearn 
driven fans, the air being drawn by pipes from any de
sired part of the building. By this means no foul air or 
dust has a chance to collect within the building itself-

If power is required boilers can be introduce 
generated entirely by the heat obtaine

7-
and the steam 
from the incinerator furnaces.

8. The flues should be arranged so as to make 1 
absolutely impossible for unconsumed paper and dust to 
escape up the chimney.

9. The chimney should be of strong constructio 
and lined, and of ample area to allow for possible ad 1
tions of extra furnaces.

10. The buildings should be built so as not to 
an eyesore to the neighborhood, and provision be ma 
for the attendants’ wants, i.e., proper washing accom 
modation, etc.

Generally speaking, there is always a good outlet t 
the clinker obtained and it is often turned into a revenue
earning item. , <

From high-temperature furnaces the clinker obtaine 
is hard and perfectly innocuous and may be used for 
variety of purposes. For road beds, for concrete, groun 
for mortar, for concrete paving blocks, for ordinary fill111» 
purposes and several other every-day requirements.

The choosing of a site for an incinerator is often the 
stumbling block over which all sorts of trouble is eI1^ 
countered, but this should not be the case, as provides 
the contractor for the plant will guarantee no nuisance»

wouldand there are several well-known contractors who 
take the onus of such guarantee, the modern incinerator 
should be no more offensive and certainly less unsightv 
than many factories.

There are cases known of city councils having beed 
compelled by public sentiment to go to the expense 0 
building far away from habitation and in a few yea 
finding their incinerators completely built around by 
very fair class of property-holders.

TRUCKS AND ECONOMY.

tes1A Montreal contracting firm recently undertook to 
the practical possibilities of trucks with trailers in work 
that city, using one or two trailers, these being animal wa^ 

that had been adapted for the service and which we*"e
made 
truck 
truck

in

ons
constructed to be discharged quickly. The trains are 
up with two trailers, carrying nine tons, 2.5 tons on the 
and 3.25 tons on each wa-gon, and it was found that the 
could haul the trailers over comparatively rough ground a 
in soft roads at a satisfactory speed—at least, fast en 
to be very economical. The cost of moving excavated 
terial was, with the loads described, reduced from $i-5°
95 cents, the comparison, of course, being made with ho 
haulage. So satisfactory was (the trial ' that the comPaI^ 
bought seven four and five-ton trucks and will use them wl ( 
trailers in excavation work whenever possible, and in ot 
haulage wherever practical.

nd
otigk

Jt

City authorities preach to the householder to 
the fly,” but if they themselves collected the garbage 

frequently and totally destroyed it when collected, 
they would strike right at the root of the evil, do more 
to abate the fly nuisance, and incidentally improve the 
health statistics.

The above is a résumé of what has been preached by 
the medical health officers in Great Britain, Germany and 
France for some years past, with the result that the 
authorities of nearly every densely populated area have 
at the present time an efficient, and what is really more 
important, an hygienic method of dealing with the 
garbage.

swat

more

Incineration has been nearly universally adopted for 
this purpose, although in a few cases reducing plants 
have been utilized. The practice of incineration, the first 
to be used, is gaining in favor, because it fulfils more 
closely the combined necessities, efficiency and hygiene, 
than does disintegration.

The latter may or may not be a paying proposition, 
as is claimed for it, but the fact remains that the public 
and expert opinion in the older countries are almost 
unanimous in deciding in favor of destruction by fire, and 
obtain thereby a clean innocuous clinker residue, rather 
than risk the adoption of a plant which in abating one 
nuisance is likely to create another ; and this is the case 
with any scheme which does not destroy immediately and 
totally all garbage deposited.

Having thus far proved that incineration is at leas't 
the most hygienic method of dealing with garbage, the 
process of incineration can next be examined.

In the early days of incinerators, many difficulties 
encountered which earned for them a none too savorywere

reputation, partly because the plants were too small for 
dealing with the quantity of material to be consumed.

The heat obtained in the furnaces was not sufficient 
to destroy everything, and at times the fires were nearly 
put out, this resulted in ashes rather than clinker being 
raked out when the fires were cleaned, causing quan
tities of dust to be always flying about, 
gases escaped up the chimney causing smoke and 
evil odors.

All these difficulties have now been overcome and the 
modern incinerator, as a natural consequence of years of 
experience and use, is positively without nuisance, and 

be worked in close proximity to a residential district, 
without causing offence.

The work of the employee is not unpleasant, and 
there should be no dust or overpowering odors within the 
building itself.

Design of Incinerator Plants.—In designing a 
modern plant it is the universal practice of engineers to 
consider the following details :—

1. The furnaces should be able to deal efficiently and 
easily with the maximum supply of garbage ; no storage 
should be allowed for longer than a few hours.

2. There should be stand-by furnaces or cells so 
that in case of repairs the capacity of the plant is not

Unconsumed

can

impaired.
3. The arrangements for feeding the cells should be 

such that the garbage may be dumped from the carts, and 
these released at once with as little delay as possible. 
On this detail will weigh to a great extent running ex
penses, but a mechanical feeding device may be adopted

this vital point.
4. The construction of the furnaces must be of suit

able design, strong and well reinforced to prevent bulg
ing or collapsing of the arches.

to overcome

The heat of the fires
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CHEMISTRY IN ENGINEERING.

I he field of the chemist is many times the magnitude 
it possessed a few years ago, and it is rapidly co-mingling 
with many of the branches of the engineering profession. 
With the exception of mathematics, and perhaps of 
physics, the science of chemistry stands closest, and as the 
manufacture of the materials used in engineering ap
proaches perfection, the more pronounced is the handi
work of the chemist.

The production of iron, steel, and the alloys, for 
varied and special purposes, are examples, 
stituents of each are selected in proper percentage by the 
chemist, and the rules-of-thumb are no more. The 
chemist furnishes the data whereby the engineer varies 
the chemical content of his materials to obtain the par
ticular physical characteristics desired. The manufacture 
of cement is another striking example.

Equally important are the relations of the chemist 
and the engineer in the matter of water supply and the 
treatment of sewage. It is what the former finds in the 
nature and extent of impurities that determines the policy 
of the engineer in the treatment of the water supply. The 
utilization of nitrogen, of ozone, or of the much-indulged- 
in hypochlorite of lime or soda, to destroy bacteria ; the 
introduction of copper sulphate (1 part to one million 
parts of water) to dispose of algae ; the use of alum to 
precipitate suspended organic matter, without appreciable 
trace in any instance of the remedial substance in the 
clarified water—these are notable instances of the work 
of the engineer wherein he is dependent upon the 
chemist.

The con-

In the growing science of road engineering, with its 
many complexities ; the selection and composition of the 
materials of construction ; problems of water purification, 
and of the disposal of waste—a knowledge of chemistry 
is essential to the engineer in many phases of his work, 
and his engineering skill, supplemented by the expert 
assistance of the professional chemist, leads one to believe 
that the advancement of industry would be relieved of a 
considerable amount of its hazard if there was more of an 
outward acknowledgment of the interdependence of 
these two applications of science.

ONTARIO’S TEN-MILLION-DOLLAR ROADS.

Ontario is willing to spend ten million dollars during 
the next few years on road construction, 
one hundred cents’ value for every dollar expended. The 
Commission which was appointed by the Government— 
Messrs. Magrath, Rankin and MacLean—are therefore 
going to more trouble in gathering information on roads 
than did any similar commission ever appointed. They 
are expected to devise a model system for Ontario—avoid
ing all the errors made by the State Highway Commis
sioners in the United States, dodging political “pull,” 
keeping the lid tight on the “pork-barrel,” and reducing 
maintenance costs to the lowest limit consistent with 
reasonable first cost.

The problems that are being considered by the Com
mission are included in three general classes—men, 
methods and materials. More specifically, they come 
under the headings of legislation, administration, finance, 
expenditure, construction and maintenance.

The most important part of the legislation is to keep 
the roads out of politics. To this end the Ontario Com-

But it wants
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State Commissioners are now furnishing the Ontario 
ficials with data concerning dimensions, first cost, 
maintenance charges, what types are being abolishe ^ 
unsatisfactory, what types are being substituted as 
satisfactory, etc. The relative merits of concrete, rlC Î 
bituminous macadam, asphalt block and chemically 
macadams are being investigated; the methods of c ^ 
struction and suitability of gravel, sand-clay and ear 
roads are being studied.

The Commission is being aided in this 
E. Pennybacker, whom they have appointed 
ing expert, as previously mentioned in these columns

mission is studying the Highway Acts of twenty-seven 
noting their weak points and their good points.

Commissioner of each of these States is 
failure attending the

States,
The Highway
being; consulted as to the success or 
road laws enacted by his State, the changes that have 
been recommended in the laws and the reasons therefor 
and above all, the changes that each Commissioner would 
like to see made to obtain his ideal, but which he 
perhaps dares not make on account of politics, 
public sentiment, poverty of the State coffers, or 
other reasons. The amount of money placed by the 
Provincial Parliament at the disposal of its road-budding 
organization must also be carefully considered Were 
too much money voted at one time, it is feared that 1 
would tax the contracting capacity of the Province too 
greatly. It is thought desirable to have only thoroughly 
reliable contractors build the roads, and to let to eaci 
contractor only enough work to ensure his being able to 
handle it with the most careful attention. The letting o 
too much work in any one season might result in higher 
prices and inferior work, it is said.

selection of the administrative and constructive 
Mr. Campbell, the Deputy

work by J'
consult'as a j

ASSOCIATION'

CONVENTION AT REGINA, SEPTEMBER 
18, 19 AND 20.

CANADIAN PUBLIC HEALTH

of the[This article, dealing with that part of the proceedings 
Canadian Public Health Congress at Regina that is of interest

unavoidably precluded tro 
at this late

The Canadian Engineer readers, was 
our issue of October 9th ; 
date.—Ed.]

hence its appearance

The
staffs is most important. r ,
Minister of Railways and Canals (and why not of High
ways also?) said at the banquet of the American Road 
Congress at Detroit, that proper drainage was the most 
essential item in road building. The Mayor of Detroit 
replied that “drainage” is not so important as _ founda
tion ”_the foundation of good men to administer the 
enterprise. It is recognized by the Ontario Commission 
that it will take some time to build up the personnel of 
the various highway departments. Men with the proper 
qualifications must be picked or trained. The adminis
trative policy must be carefully decided ; whether it would 
be better to have division engineers each in charge of 
certain limited territory, or to have strongly centralized 

Under the heading of administration 
the problems of cost-keeping, purchasing ds-

HE Third Annual Congress of the Canadian P 
Health Association was held in Regina, - a^0 
Sept. 18th, 19th and 20th. Upwards of ^ 
hundred delegates registered. As indicated in ^ 

programme appearing in a previous issue, the 'v?^. nal 
the convention was divided into eight sections, ad 1 1 .

general sessions. To each of them the papers P ^

T
to the
sented were of such a nature as to open up a 
keen and vivid discussion upon all phases of the 
which the association has set itself about to do.

sessions well i°te 
ther.

woi"^

The congress had its various 
spersed with social functions of one kind and an0 e 
and the city of Regina displayed such an excellent 
of hospitality to the visitors as earned for it. a big 
commendable resolution on the minutes of the associa

There were several papers read at the general sesSefl„ 
that would have interested a large number oî tW^ 
gineers of Canada, apart from Section VI., which ^ 
devoted entirely to engineering subjects, and Section ^ 
which was closely related" covering the various Pha 
of sanitary inspection and promotion. , ^

Of the ten papers presented at the Engineers ^ 
tion, two, viz., “Mechanical Gravity Filtration at Sas ^ 
toon,” by George T. Clark, city engineer, Saskat°a 
and “The Chemical and Biological Effects of Wat?5.|tra- 
tration,” by H. W. Cowan, chief engineer, Bell F> ^ 
tion Company, Toronto, appeared in October 2nd isS, 
and other important papers will be published in 
course in these columns. „

Among the papers read at the general session5 
presidential address by Dr. J. W. S. McCullough, ^ 
vincial Health Officer for Ontario, related a few 0

Europe

comecontrol
also
partments, etc.

The financing of good roads may prove troublesome 
in Ontario. The large mileage compared to population 
makes financing more difficult than in densely populated 
States. Various methods of raising revenue are being con
sidered—bond issues, automobile fees, corporation taxes, 

railways that would benefit by better 
The substitution of a money tax instead of

con-

assessments on 
roads, etc.
the work done on the roads by the farmers is being

The wisdom of using convict labor will alsosidered. 
be decided.

Provision will be made for the systematic inspection 
of the expenditure of moneys. Uniform accounting sys
tems must be provided and such statistics kept of all pay
ments that accurate data can be placed before Parliament
at all times.

The actual construction and maintenance of the roads 
causes, perhaps, the most travel by the Commissioners. 
They will visit ten or eleven States and obtain accurate 
data regarding costs, lifetime, popularity, etc., of the 
various types of roads. Hundreds of miles of roads will 
be inspected.

In order to meet and obtain the good-will of the 
Stale Highway Commissioners to whom they

experiences of the speaker in his recent visit to 
His address was, in part, as follows :—

“In the province of Ontario, from the fact that 
rivers and lakes must become the great sources ol v,'a c 
supply, it has become apparent that to preserve 1 ,
supplies in a pure state, it is necessary to take Pr° ^ 
action to prevent their pollution with sewage. With ^ 
end in view the legislature of last year and this 
very extensive powers to the Provincial Board of “e 
in this regard, requiring that all plants for water'V0^ 
and sewage disposal must have the approval of the I 1 ^ 
before any money can be raised for these purposes-

numerous
will later apply for information and assistance, the On
tario Commissioners gave a luncheon at the American 
Road Congress and invited all of the State Commis
sioners. The ice was thus broken, and the interest of each 
commissioner awakened in Ontario’s problems. These
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addition,
compel the

°^rd s opinion, they are required by an urban munici- 
ej y ’ ar*d such approval being made, no vote for the 

°rs is required to raise money on debentures for this 
purPose.”

of health will probably be more grossly evident at the end 
of three years. Speaking of District No. 7, the one to 
which the writer is attached, during the past six months 
five municipal water chlorination plants have been in
stalled upon order, three municipalities have regulated, 
changed location of or abandoned nuisance grounds. 
Railways have cleansed the lights of boarding camps and 
cars, have established sewage treatment plants at their 
terminal or divisional points, and are reporting surveys 
of the water supplies used for their dining cars, day 
coaches and the engines, as this is used by the rolling 
s'tock men.

“Standards With Reference to Sewage Treatment” 
was the subject taken by Mr. T. Aird Murray, consulting 
engineer, Toronto. The paper dealt exhaustively with the 
different systems of the treatment of sewage before allow
ing it to flow into the streams and lakes from which the 
water supply of towns and cities is taken.

Mr. Murray summarized his paper by stating that in 
his opinion, based on much observation, there was 
standard of treatment which could be generally applied 
to sewage, but that some system which would do 
with internal germs in the sewage should be generally 
adopted. Such care to some extent must be treated 
separately according to the local requirements.

The dilution method of treatment as advocated by 
many engineers because it is the most economical method 
from a financial point of view was pointed out as a make
shift, which did not protect future water supplies. The 
different systms of dilution and purification by chloriniza- 
tion were fully discussed.

With the sewage treatment subject, one of the most 
important points touched upon by the author was that of 
the pollution of water supplied. Water supplies, he 
stated, should be doubly protected by the disinfection of 
sewage flowing into them and the filtration and disinfec
tion of the water drawn from them which is about to be 
used. He called attention to the fact that there are many 
uncontrollable sources of pollution with which it is hard 
to deal, but ventured the opinion that legislation would 
be able to control much of the apparently uncontrollable 
sources of pollution. He pleaded for legislation in Can
ada before the waterways become hopelessly polluted as 
they are in the United States and in England.

Section V. brought out several papers of particular 
value to those who have to do largely with the mainten
ance of proper sanitary conditions in congested or out
lying sections of cities. Mr. E. W. J. Hague, Assistant 
Chief Sanitary Inspector, Winnipeg, furnished a lengthy 
paper on the housing problem, recommending a number 
of remedies to counteract over-crowding, inadequate 
building laws, etc. Mr. F. Cartlidge presented a paper 
entitled “City Waste Disposal by Incineration. He 
briefly reviewed the history of city waste disposal, from 
the old method of the nuisance grounds, with its unsightli
ness and the comparatively large area of land laid waste 
for this purpose, through the different stages in the de
velopment of a satisfactory incineration plant down to the 
present, where it was possible by incineration, to convert 
the putrescent matter in city refuse into harmless pro
ducts, by means of combustion.

“The process of incineration,” he said, “has made 
much headway with the introduction of high temperature 
furnaces of 2,000 Fahr. and upwards by means of forced 
draught, induced either by powerful fans or steam blast. 
The heat obtained in these furnaces is sufficient to con
sume anything put into them.

a further enactment gives the Board power to 
construction of such works, when, in the

uring the present season the Board has been en- 
lak ° *n making a careful examination of the rivers and 
njn6s SeParating Ontario from the United States, begin- 
°f H,at ^ort Francis and ending at the eastern boundary 
and 6 Prov’nce> with a view of discovering the causes 

t6jptent what sewage pollution may exist. Follow-

|n Province to take up the study of sewage questions 
roat Britain and other parts of Europe. 

s Of the many extensive works for the disposal of 
thos^6 *n ^reat Britain, perhaps the most important are 
lar e °f Birmingham, Manchester and Glasgow. Many 
eaj c*ties such as Liverpool and Edinburgh have an 
"'ith Pr°klern—that of letting the sewage go out to 
ar>d Oi rap>'^ ocean tide. Others, like London, Belfast 

asgow, send the sludge or solids out to deep sea 
Vessels, but the hundreds of inland towns and cities 

°therwise dispose of it. Since the great water sup- 
of Great Britain

J
s> the speaker was instructed by the Government

sea no

by away
ttllst 
Plies 
't is
good 
require.

are taken from upland watersheds, 
generally speaking, so necessary to have as 

an effluent as conditions in most of Canada
not

fijs ^he problem of dealing with sewage embraces the 
^w^f3* s^udge or solids, of the liquid portion of the 
of j3*56’ ar,d of storm water. Each of these is a problem 
s,ud?0rtance and difficulty. It is apparent that the 
liquid*2 Pr°k*em is the most difficult one, while that of the 
thp Portion from a sanitary point of view is perhaps 

^ost important.”
c0rri . e major portion of Dr. McCullough’s address 
'"'errm'86^ a description in detail of typical British and 
empioan disposal plants with an outline of the methods

f°r g r" M. Seymour, Commissioner of Public Health 
Wbicjl£lS^a*:chewan, in his paper dealing with the work 
rnetf, ,Was being done in that province, detailed the 
Veftio S ernPioyed by the Government toward the pre- 
rivP„ )n disease and the prevention of the pollution of 

" and streams.
Ot1tarir- E. Wodehouse, a district Health Officer in 
ficer ;l0.’ ,'n his paper concerning the field work of an of- 
of hs position, referred to Dr. McCullough’s division 
Crease I*3' ov*nce into seven districts, eventually to be in- 
Wofk to ten> for the administration of public health

CarefU] C hrst duties of the office pertained to making a 
the Se sanitary survey of each organized municipality in 
of (fj 'eraJ districts. These surveys called for a report 
the kp a.Ctivity of the Board of Health and its officers, 
bffil^i^P'Hg bhe vital statistics, the condition of public 
>p,i the source, nature and management of water 
botfi teS’ Pr'vate and public ; the sewerage undertakings, 
hdnedh ave maps in detail, in duplicate, one to be re- 
the rp y the district office and the other to be sent with 
garbaoPOrt to Toronto office. The schools, ice supply, 
railty,5e co,Iection and treatment, hotels, restaurants, 
anfi a|j stations, lanes, nuisance grounds, stagnant water 
gated ta’ngs pertaining to public health to be investi- 
both as ^he epidemiological history of the community, 

-p.S to man and animal, were to fie reported upon. 
•^etUa| ? rosults of the work have been fairly satisfactory, 

'mprovements in the state of the provinces’ status
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This is now to be 
the disposa1

h.p. available for other purposes, 
used for the purpose of pumping sewage at 
works, which are situated conveniently near, the 
being piped across the short distance in 4-inch 1 
sulated pipes. _ _

Without going outside the scope of the Health f^6

“In the older types of independent cells the intro
duction of a fresh charge of refuse resulted in the lower
ing of the temperature with imperfect combustion of the 

condition which is obviated by increasing the 
number of cells, and by charging them in turn so that 

at their greatest heat while others are being

gases, a

some are
partment there are many uses to which this waste 
might be put and so reduce the cost of disposal of refuse> 
for instance : The establishment of baths and washrooms^ 
steam disinfecting station ; electric lighting of depot an 
works ; or even to generate current for ordinary purpose5^ 

“Of other residuals very little has been made 
far. The clinker is made small in size, and when ^ee 
from dust is a suitable material for bacteria beds, s0

The dust

charged.
“With present improved methods of construction 

such high temperatures are often obtained that no incon
siderate amount of waste heat is available, and steam 
boilers are generally made a part of the equipment. This 
will provide steam for the blast or to drive the fan, and 
by absorbing heat from the waste gases will reduce the 
cost of repairs to flues and a less expensive and lighter 
firebrick in the chimney will suffice.

“Naturally, in these notes a description of the in
cinerator at Moose Jaw, and the methods for operating 

may be much in evidence, as it is operated under 
similar conditions and with the same class of refuse that 
will be met with elsewhere throughout Western Canada.

y

having already been used for that purpose, 
from the combustion chamber can be used as a body 1 
disinfecting powder and in a small way this has been eX 

perimented with.”
Business Session.—The Association elected the 

lowing members to form the executive committee for 
ensuing year: President, Dr. M. M. Seymour; gen 
secretary, Major Lome Drum ; treasurer, Dr. George 
Porter, and Dr. C. J. Hastings, M.H.O., of TorontOi 
Dr. C. A. Hodgetts, of Ottawa, and Dr. Duncan And# 

son, of Toronto. Dr. Adam H. Wright, chairman or , 
Provincial Board of Health of Ontario, was electe 
honorary president of the association for the ensuing year|

same fob

era!
“In the collection of our 

refuse are collected and dumped together at the in
cinerator, where it becomes automatically mixed with a 
larger quantity of stable manure, as both are being de
livered in the course of the day.

“To obtain the best results and complete combus-

refuse all house and trade

tion, the conditions necessary are :—
“A sufficient air supply brought into intimate con

tact with all parts of the fuel and the maintenance of the 
temperature up to ignition point until the whole is 
consumed.

The next annual congress will be held at 
William and Dr. Woodhouse, the district sanitary 
ficer of that city, has been appointed the convener 
local arrangements committee. , . »

Among the resolutions adopted was one authoriz 
the appointment of a committee to assist in the f°r ^ 
tion and operation of a proposed Federal Health Depa^ 
ment. Another read: “That in the opinion of this 
sociation it is a matter of great importance that the 
minion Government do take steps to create a Depart»16 
of Public Health in order that all federal branches °6ae 
ing with health work may be co-ordinated under 
administration. ”

of'
of the

“All modern high temperature incinerators will have 
the following features: Forced draught, either steam 
blast or air; a drying hearth above the grate; a combus
tion chamber where the gases are mixed and raised to in
candescence ; a steam boiler for utilization of waste heat ; , 

economizer to heat the feed water, and a regenerator 
for the air blast. Other things of equal importance are 

arrangement to discharge direct into the combus
tion chamber from above, carcases of horses, mattresses, 
wet damaged fruit and certain other things that cannot 
be consumed during the burning of a single fire on the 
grates, and which would come out with the ashes only 
partly burned and require to be thrown in again. A 
storage floor to hold 24 hours’ accumulation of refuse, 
and tipping platform of such size and arrangement that 
the ordinary box wagon can safely be brought to the 
tipping sill.

an

some

iatio”Another fixed the membership fee of the assoc 
at $3.00 per annum. , a

Mr. J. T. Vallance, of Lethbridge, Alberta, xeA,\\j 
very interesting paper on “Public Abattoirs,” going 
into the questions of cost, methods of operation, s. 
tion and other details, expressing himself of the fir»1 ,, 
lief that civic abattoirs will prove themselves not 0 
self-supporting, but profitable. He spoke of the t»31111^ 
in which the institution of civic abattoirs in England 
Germany had reduced materially the cost of living-

“Leaves From An Inspector’s Note Book” was ^ 
subject of a paper by Mr. H. D. Mathias, of the He3.. 
Department of Regina. The paper dealt largely with 
training of a man for sanitary inspection, and with 
essential recognition of the provision of a pure and 3 ^ 
supply of air and water as an assurance of safety 
health.

anit*'

“The incinerator at Moose Jaw is a Heenan and 
Froude high temperature, with three cells in one continu
ous chamber. Fires are fed from the top, where the re
fuse is shovelled into hoppers, the top of which are with 
the floors of the tipping and storage platform. The blast 
is air, supplied by fan and drawn from above storage 
floor. A pressure of from 3 to 4 inches is given, with 
temperature around 2,000 Fahr. The fan for the blast 
is driven by an enclosed steam engine which, with the 
feed pump, absorbs approximately 15 per cent, of the 
power generated by the waste heat.

“Under ordinary working conditions an average of 
two tons of refuse per hour is consumed, and the fires 

cleaned about every two hours. The operating costs 
little over $1.00 per ton.

the

tb6
Mr. Thomas Watson, of Regina, dwelt upon 

legal aspect of the sanitary inspectors’ work. ^ ^ 
course of his discourse, Mr. Watson mentioned 
unanimity of the various health acts of the Domini°n^s 
placing under the control and jurisdiction of the ”°‘a|th 
of Health all that properly belongs to sanitary and be ^ 
matters; but added that in spite of this there is 3 fy 
dency among municipal authorities to deprive san ^
inspectors of a goofl deal of authority they should p°s' >et 
with respect to certain elementary fundamentals u 
their supervision.

<

are
average a

“Until quite recently no serious effort was made to 
utilize the power in. the steam generated by waste heat. 
Observations have been made several times under or
dinary working conditions which indicated that after 
allowing for use qn the plant itself there was at least 100



FOR years the supply of water for domestic use in 
Ottawa has been unsuitable. The summer of 
was marked by the visitation of a serious outbreak 
°f typhoid, which brought the problem into pro- 

and called for a rapid and permanent solution, 
auth r.e®u^ has been that in the past year the civic 
ünt-tles have kept the matter constantly under probe,

rePorts

1912

e present time finds them furnished with numerous 
covering all feasible sources of supply.

are five possible sources, viz., Ottawa River, 
awaska River, Lake Deschenes, McGregor Lake, 

cmichangaw Lake. 
reporThe Ottawa
filtrat' uPon as being unfit for use without mechanical 
SR a!011 and chemical treatment. In February, 1913, 
t0 g, ex- Binnie and Dr. A. C. Houston advised the city 
Then aadon the Ottawa River as a source of supply. 
a<jvis’ ,ln April the Ontario Provincial Board of Health 
triec^6 . he city that the use of the Ottawa River without 
t»as u n*?a^ Nitration would not be permitted. The decision 
of ached by the fact that Ottawa had had 3,000 cases 
filtrat"h° d within 
of |'|i(’°n scheme
CortsicJ rat.ePayers> generally, when advanced 
Provi(i<:'ratl°n' The proposal submitted last year

tr 6 *°r fiuture growth, sentiment was against chemi- 
Ut>san',attnent’ an<^ tfie r*sh contamination from the 
had tô Waters °f Nepean Bay, under which the supply 
ad0n)? )e conveyed, was important and against the 

. °n of the scheme.

ThereMad
and

River, the present source, has been

months from using this water. The 
not met with favor at the hands

for their 
did not

Cal

§fneer p6 Peschenes.—On October 3rd, 1913, City En- 
*°WinD- oUrr'e submitted a report in answer to the fol- 

.ijf^0Uncil inquiry:—
the city of Ottawa continues to use the OttawaRiver

S°llrce Xater *n *ts natural condition as a permanent 
Vvhic[1 ,? suPply, what would be the best point from 
he re je Water should be taken, and what works would 
exPenrred to be constructed, with an estimate of the 

L,.e °fi such works?”
able * reP°rt stated that in his opinion the most suit- 
°f EnnilnVr.om which to take the water was a little west 
|sland 1S'jT?*nt’ *n Lake Deschenes, and opposite Aylmer 
Mr. ç .is is over 14 miles from the pumping station. 
"'ater crri^ found that the gradients
Plant a° j ^ nol: be carried by gravity to the pumping 
rieed’torr that, therefore, another pumping plant would 
As no f, ,e *nstalled and operated at Lake Deschenes. 
"'Onid r ydraulic power could be secured there, this plant 

The <^l!lre to be operated by electric power.
CIty engineer proposed that a small low-level

such that thewere

Crvjç^. J p, upuatu LI I cl L Cl aman nyv. cc.-v--

StrUctedr?Servoir t° hold ten million gallons be con- 
al WatPr ^.ast inside the city limits to provide a reservoir 

case of fire, and to enable the water to flow 
u the reservoir to the present pumping
Ne also proposed to have two 48-inch pipes

b.v " er. in case 
Nation lty from
'< \ He als
Voie the intakee at Lake Deschenes to the service reser- 

42-inch pipes from the reservoir to the 
“llU11- The esti,nated cost of this project was

A lat,.at •$2’900’.000'

Cur 1 1 1®Sue will contain a more detailed report of 
'>es investigation.

^l,lrhber ^re£°r Lake Supply.—This includes a large 
p les to°, lakes at distances var ing from 15 to 30 
!°nnectP ie north of Ottawa. The

-J W'ffi
n a la 
Would

and two 
Lsti'rnT station
P>pi

Mr.

will
conceded that 
te of the cost

source of supply for the 
sue. It is g< 
necesary. An 

ssary works is placed at $7,054,000.

filtr
of .at'bn

the nece

OTTAWA WATER SUPPLY PROJECT. Madawaska River.—Owing to the necessary length 
of pipe-line from this source to the city, the variations 
of level along it, and the low total elevation above 
Ottawa, this project has not met with favor. It is also 
objected to because of its questionable quality, and the 
uncertainty of continued safety of river water generally, 
which feature applies forcibly to the proposition.

With this brief summary of the situation, attention 
is directed to a report, submitted last week. It has 
already been mentioned that in February Sir Alex. Binnie 
and Dr. A. C. Houston visited Ottawa, studied its water 
supply, advised the abandonment of the Ottawa River as 
the source, and recommended an uncontaminated source, 
such as is afforded by the lakes lying between the 
Gatineau and Lievre Rivers. The city was also advised 
to undertake a careful survey of the district. Conse
quently, arrangements were made with the Dominion 
Government, whereby contour maps and other 
information have been obtained.

On May 5th, the City Council requested Sir Alex. 
Binnie to make a detailed report, and the result has been 
a thorough investigation by his staff of all the sources 
of water supply, including a detailed examination of the 
proposed routes for the aqueducts, service reservoir, etc.

In the report the city is recommended to use every 
effort to bring down the rate of water consumption, 
which at the present time averages 170 gallons per capita 
per day. Contrasting this consumption with that of other 
Canadian cities, according to the report of the Com
mission of Conservation, 1912, the report deems it feasible 
to reduce the water supply per capita to too gallons per 
day. It is on this assumption that the capability of the 
various sources of supply to provide for 250,000 persons 
with a possible future population of 750,000, has been 
considered.

The report divides itself into a consideration of two 
schemes: (1) Supply from Thirty-One Mile and Pemi
changaw Lakes. (2) Supply from McGregor series of 
lakes. These sources are shown in Fig. 1. The fol
lowing is extracted from the portion of the report dealing 
with the former:—

necessarv

Thirty=One Mile and Pemichangaw Lake Scheme.
—These two lakes are situated on the east bank of the 
Gatineau River at a distance of about 40 miles to the 
northward, measured in a straight line from Parliament 
Hill to the south end of Pemichangaw. The surrounding 
area of land which drains to these lakes is dotted with 
numerous other smaller lakes, but the above are the only 
lakes of any importance and extent.

As to the quantity of water that may be obtained 
from this source, the three important factors upon which 
the service from any drainage area depends, respond to 
investigation in the following way :—

(1) The extent of the drainage area is approximately 
150 sq. miles.

(2) The quantity of rain or snow annually precipi
tated on this area averages 37 inches.

(3) The run-off is conservatively placed at 13.6
inches.

Taking 13.6 inches of run-off from a catchment area 
of 150 sq. miles, the average yield approximates 81 
000,000 gallons per day, ample to meet the requirements 
of a population of 750,000.

The drainage area has been found free from peat 
or other surface deposits liable to discolor the supply. 
The water is bright and clear and of exceptionable purity, 
and if steps are taken by the city to prevent future con
tamination, the report forecasts not the slightest neces-

1
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sity for filtering this water at any time. It pronounce 
this source as one of the finest supplies in the wor • 

The method of collecting and storing the water 
as follows, according to the report Fig. 2 illustrates t 
plan herewith described :—

There are four lakes which form a chain stretching 
approximately north and south. Commencing at the nor 
is Mitchell Lake, a small lake which discharges throng^ 
a narrow gorge at its outlet into a channel which n 
its way into the Gatineau. This lake has a surface are 
of 0.7 square miles, and the water level in Sept, was 5 ^ 
feet above datum. It receives the entire discharge 
Thirty-One Mile and Pemichangaw, and a narrow 
gorge, already referred to, forms an admirable 
for a dam.

rock)’
site

OneThe next in the chain towards Ottawa is thirty- ^ 
Mile Lake, which is about 18 miles in length, 
water area of 18 square miles, the water level _ 
summer being about 530 feet above datum. Immedia 
to the south, and separated by a narrow neck of ’ 
lies Pemichangaw, with a water area of 6 square 
and a length of about 5 miles, the water level 
summer being about 552 feet above datum. Grossi 
the height of land to the south-west of Pemichang

to Long Lake, having a length of about 1T 
miles, and a water area of about one-quarter of a s<luan(, 
mile. The distance between Pemichangaw and L° B

surface of Lon„

we come

Lake is about 3,000 feet, and the water 
Lake is 561 feet above datum.

proposed to tunnel through the ridge bet*,^ 

Pemichangaw and Long Lake, and by means of the ^ 
at the outlet of Mitchell Lake to bring all the lakes^ 
one level, namely, 570 feet above datum, and to s 
the aqueduct to Ottawa from the south end of 
Lake. This would mean raising Mitchell Lake 47 
Thirty-One Mile Lake 40 feet, and Pemichangaw 
18 feet.

It is

feet.
Lake

The contour surveys to determine the top water 
at this level are not yet completed, but the total 
brought to this uniform level of 570 feet above 
will increase to about 35 square miles in area, 
difference in level of a water surface having an arC, yir 
35 square miles represents about six thousand one
dred million gallons, and 18 inches would give a }e ,3

feet «oui 
diet11’

datura
footOne of

storage of a daily flow of 25,000,000 gallon, 3 
give sufficient storage for 50,000,000 gallons per 
and 4 feet 6 inches sufficient for 75,000,000 gallons

variation in water level w°

pet

diem. The maximum 
therefore, be small.

The dam at Mitchell’s Lake would be designed^ 
as to overflow at a height of 570 feet, the total con ^ 
of masonry to this level being estimated at about 9’ 
cubic yards.

It has already been stated that the dam wou 
constructed so as to raise the level of the lake 
feet above datum, which means that 1 hirty-One ^g 
Lake would have to rise 40 feet, and Pemichanga 
feet. Owing to the enormous area of 1 hirty-One ^ 
Lake it would take five or six years before this ^ ^ 
would rise even to the level of Pemichangaw, that 1 
feet, and ten or twelve years before it reached the ^ 
level of 570 above datum. It is obvious that the sC M 
should be so laid out as to enable water to be br° jce 
forward to Ottawa as soon as the aqueduct and se 
reservoir can be completed, which can be effected 1 
following manner :—

Id be
s 1°

Pemichangaw and Long Lake have a total drabj ^ 

area of about 41 ^ square liles, and would yie ,^0o“r* “'I

AM J
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Fig. 1.—General Plan of Storage Area.
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thr°U£h
'o OD a comparatively shallow channel. It is proposed 
fill w;t^ a tl-ench first of all
*eal< aw Concrete so as to cut off the supply that would 
Wj ^aT when the water level is raised to 554. This 

enable the water to be retained in Pemichangaw 
^cdiict^'011 wkich the city could draw as soon as the 
'^rigaw -S comPleted. The present water area of Pemi- 
’■fiat areV Is nbout 6 square miles, and 5 feet in depth on 
A*6 first represent the total storage required for
^SsUmino. lnstalment of 25,000,000 gallons per diem. 
^49 feet ^ that the minimum draw-off level was to be 
'fie max" °Ve ^atum> or 3 feet below the present level, 
^ould |)lrnurn level at which the water would overflow 

e 554 feet above datum, 
dam at the outlet of Mitchell’s Lake should be

with

the old channel, andacross

The
ceded

Pr0o
Could as soon as the necessary arrangements 
k^Ualiy nia<^e> so that Thirty-One Mile Lake can be 
7 rriean\. ra'se<4 to such a level as to flow towards Ottawa 

tfiate $f t^le queduct. The report includes in the 
1 *he d °r t^le upply of 25,000,000 gallons the cokt 

t arinp- ,nrn at Mitchell’s Lake, id also the necessary 
1>ke £ \°u bring Thirty-One 

be n he ,level of 570 feet 
r r°vided for the full 

^ ^ ’°°° gallons a day.
0 ‘ ane* between Pemichangaw and Long Lakes.—

ta.'" WWi, ? ,Water of Pemichangaw to 
l T coiw. . e the aqueduct would s rt,
■pCttVeer, ' Ucting a tunnel through the heif 
Ui *s tqnn f tw° lakes, a distance of about 000 feet. 

e!er So e should be made about 7 feet internal dia- 
as to permit of the whole available yield,

be

e-sti

when storage 
rainage area,the

'rc>m Lake,

of land

il J
u g«

15 sg gis ;£
33 VI-

¥u>* vitsiV
til
8'

I '"ttt..........m
-----kg&ifeft&tjr

TT.......

!iï ; 1 1 &oae*4At£/*r“ 
I 2 S'S’.

I :
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f0r °ns Per diem, or sufficient for the needs of the city 
b many years. The level of Pemichangaw Lake varies 
lake ^6n ab°ut 554 and 552 feet above datum, and the 
Toi tS seParated by a narrow neck of land known as 
about ^Tmfort from Thirty-One Mile Lake, which is 
a 30 feet lower in level. This neck of land acts as 
in p Ura* harrier, which retains water at the higher level 
'firo Craichangaw, and is traversed by a narrow gorge, 

which the water is discharged into Thirty-One 
prov’rl a <C This gorge is blocked by a wooden dam 
t0 t, ea w>th sluices, and the fail of water from one lake 
its ^ °')ler is utilized for a saw-mill. Water also finds 
tfiro ay ’nt0 Thirty-One Mile Lake from Pemichangaw 
Wfiat debris overlying the rock, filling the bottom of 
from n° Toqbt was at one time a valley of discharge 

®ne lake to the other. There are underground
the measurements 
ow that when the 

554 feet above

fis
Whiob6! Connect*n& the two lakes, - 
'vater 3Ve been taken this summer 
datnm *n Pemichangaw stood 
Or Su r ae amount of water which got through this debris 
fiiOoc^ aCe Assures in the rock amounted to approximately 
in fb ’°°° gallons per diem ; but when the water level 
char»6 a*<e bad fallen to 552 feet above datum the dis-

Was very small, indeed, showing that the water 
Cd y finding its way from one lake to the other

was

Fig. 2.—Profile of

!
$

i

namely, 81,000,000 gallons per diem, being passed 
through into Long Lake without appreciable loss of 
head.

1 he best location for the invert of the tunnel would 
be about 6 feet below the present level of Pemichangaw, 
or at about 546 feet above datum, 24 feet below top 
water level when brought up to 570 feet above datum.

i his tunnel would terminate at each end in covered 
shafts, the water entering and leaving the shaft well 
below the water level of the respective lakes, to 
all danger of freezing.

Works at Long Lake.—Long Lake varies in depth 
from about 20 feet to 50 feet, being shallow towards 
the north end and deep towards the south. This lake, 
like Pemichangaw, is formed by a natural barrier, and 
the water issuing from it passes over this barrier by 
means of a series of small falls and cascades to the valley 
below, dropping 50 or 60 feet in a short distance. A 
short cutting through this barrier will, therefore, enable 
the water to be drawn down 20 or 30 feet without any 
difficulty.

remove

The shores of the lake are steep and rocky, but at 
times during and after windy weather the sediment in 
the bottom is stirred up by wave action, this action 
does not extend to any great depth, probably not much

Lakes and Pipe Line.

below 10 feet. It is, therefore, proposed to remove the 
sediment, logs, etc., when the lake is drawn down so as 
to prevent similar action taking place in the future.

The outlet works would consist of a straining tower 
about 50 feet high, covered at the top, and provided 
with copper gauze screens ; the water entering the tower 
at a depth of 7 or 8 feet below the minimum water level 
of the lake and after passing through the screens leaving 
by means of a culvert through the natural barrier already 
referred to, to the commencement of the pipe. It is 
proposed to install a small water-driven turbine so as to 
work a pump for supplying high-pressure water for 
washing the screens. The power for this turbine would 
be supplied by allowing water to pass’from the lake to 
the valley below, the turbine being situated at the foot 
of the fall, which has already been referred to. The 
screens would be made so that they can be lifted in rota
tion for cleaning purposes without interfering with the 
flow of water, and the dirty water, after cleaning, would 
be discharged into the valley below the straining tower.

Description of Pipe Line.—The top water level of 
the service reservoir would be 445 feet above datum. 
The distance between the outlet and the service reservoir 
is about 235,000 feet, and allowing for losses of head 
at the reservoir, the hydraulic gradient would be ap
proximately 1 in i960, and with this gradient a welded 
or lock-bar steel pipe, 54 inches in diameter, would 
deliver 25,000,000 gallons a day, allowing for future 
encrustation. If rivetted steel pipes were used the in
ternal friction is slightly greater on account of the rivet 
heads and the diameter of the pipe would be slightly 
larger to discharge the same quantity of water. The

October 16, THE CANADIAN ENGINEER1913- 597
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Volume 25»THE CANADIAN ENGINEER598
a suitable level. Fortunately, a good site at a suitable 
level has been found where the water would be s 
in a basin having a flat bottom and surrounded by m ^ 
The bottom of the reservoir varies from about 4 
416 feet above datum, and by means of three small . ^ 
the water would be held up to a level of 545 fee " j 
datum. The water area would be about 54 acres,

depth would represent approximately ^ 
000,000 gallons. The probable variation in water 1 
to meet the daily fluctuation in demand would, th 
be less than one foot. The contents of the res oUid 
between the level of 420 and 445 feet above datum w & 
amount to about 295,000,000 gallons, and represe 
reserve of about 12 days’ supply, which is very * ? 
when compared with what is allowed by other c 
The static pressure given by this reservoir wo"ld Fpds 
sent 118 pounds at the pumping station, or 1 P re 
at Parliament Hill, and is about the maximum Preb ts 
that the house fittings would stand in the lower P 
of the city.

estimate has been based on approximate quotations re
ceived for 54-inch welded steel pipe, 7-i6ths of an inch 
in thickness. With soft water considerable encrustation 
may be anticipated; but seeing that the Thirty-One Mile 
Lake water contains about four and a half grams of lime 
per gallon it is probable that this may not take place to 
any appreciable extent. The Ottawa River water contains 
about two and a half grains per gallon, and appears to 
have had very little effect on steel pipes which were laid 
many years ago without any protection by means of 
coating. It has been found that steel pipes are also liable 
to corrode from the outside if laid in saline or marshy

taken. The best

one foot in

ground unless special precautions 
protection in such cases is to surround the pipe with 
tarried hessian or jute, and provision has been made in 
the estimate for this precaution where the pipes would 
be located in swampy ground. To prevent freezing in 
winter the pipes should be laid so that the bottom would 

minimum of 8 or 9 feet below the surface of the
this

are

come a
ground, and the estimate has been got out on 
assumption.

After leaving Long Lake the pipe would pass south
ward gently undulating cultivated land for a distance of 
about one mile until a cedar swamp is reached, which 
would have to be traversed for a distance of another mile, 
when open, cultivated land is again reached about two 
miles north of Ryanville. The ground is of much the 
same character between Ryanville and the Gatineau, 
which would be crossed at a point about 11 miles south 
of Long Lake by means of a bridge having a span of 
150 feet. The estimate has been got out on the assump
tion that provision is made for two pipes across the 
bridge, each to be able to carry 25,000,000 gallons per 
diem, and the pipes would be housed in and surrounded 
with sawdust or some other suitable insulating material 
to prevent freezing in winter where they are brought over 
the bridge. After crossing the Gatineau the pipe would 
proceed in a south-westerly direction, joining the C.P.R. 
about half a mile south of Low Station, passing through 
cultivated land and another cedar swamp between the 
river and this point, the total length of the pipe from 
Long Lake to the C.P.R. being about 16 miles. From 
Low as far as Chelsea, a distance of about 24 miles, the 
pipe track would be in close proximity to the C.P.R., 
and this portion of the route would not be so easy from 
the point of view of pipe-laying, a good number of minor 
work, such as bridges, stream crossing and culverts 
being required. At Chelsea the pipe would leave the 
C.P.R. and proceed nearly due south, passing close to 
Old Chelsea to-the service reservoir, a distance of about 
four and a half miles. The service reservoir is located 
in the hills, about two and a half miles south of Old 
Chelsea and four miles north-west of Hull. The portion 
of the track between the C.P.R. and the service reservoir 
would be through cultivated land.

Service Reservoir to the City
be able w 

h larger 
rvice

is take11
idable
ma*1' 

gall0IlS 
out11

Pipes from the
These pipes should be designed so 
discharge for short periods during the day 
quantity than the pipes from the source 
reservoir. The maximum rate of consumption 
at no gallons per head per diem, and, if unavo 
waste is added to this, say, 40 gallons, the total

rate of consumption would amount to 150 
per capita per die . To this should be added the a . 
required for,, say, 5 fire streams, which would be e4a(j 
lent to a rate of discharge of another 36 gallons pe 
per diem; so that the pipes should be designed 
capable of discharging 186 gallons per capita per^

peak load. On the basis of a population ot 25 > of 
persons the above rate would represent a discharg )(J 
46 y2 million gallons per diem. Two 51-inch pipes 
deal with this peak load, so that when the popu fgl| 
increased to 250,000 persons the pressure wou n 
below no pounds at the existing pumping station, ^ 
should a serious fire occur during the period rv st;c 
maximum demand was being made for water for ° 
purposes.

After leaving the service reservoir the pipes w^u|| 
be laid through cultivated land to the west side 01 ^ 
Station so as to cross under the proposed Georgia jf 
Canal below the level of the bottom of that chann, ^ 
the canal is constructed culverts should be ProV1 , tbe 
the Canal Company at some future date to surrou ^ be 
pipe under the bed of the canal and allow t lern 
always visible for inspection. 1 he pipes iw(iu urjdge 
cross Brewery Creek about the site of the existing 
at the end of Wright Street, and would pass jn ^ „ 
Hull till the bank of the Ottawa River is reache 
point about 1,400 feet east of the Union Bridge. ^

It is emphatically recommended in the rePoltflltbei 
the pipes should be carried over the Ottawa R,v®r 
than under it, so as to facilitate easy _ inspects ^1 
maintenance in good condition at all times. 
is not recommended, owing to the peculiar 10C\jji3',e 
tion, which, being full of joints and crevices, won 
occasioned considerable difficulty in driving.

as to
a muc
to the se

mum

die111

as a

Service Reservoir.—The function of this reservoir is 
two-fold ;—

1. To provide against a water famine in the town 
should the water have to be cut off in the aqueduct to 
allow of repairs being executed.

There are four channels which would neces- fhe 
a bridge about 300 feet long on the Hull si e j p 
river, a bridge 500 feet long over the main c a ^et, 
the river, two short spans, one of 80 and one o 1 eSeP 
the latter crossing the tail-race canal from 1 11 t a*1 
pumping station. For the longest spans 500 0
300 feet in length, it is proposed to carry the 1 ^ga11 
suspension bridges, which can be made light ant

2. To meet the daily fluctuations in demand, as 
the water supplied to a town varies throughout the day, 
the maximum draught or peak load being nearly twice 

A reserve must also be available in casethe average, 
of fire.

It is far more economical to lay out a gravity scheme 
to include a service reservoir of ampleof this nature so as .

size than to lay a duplicate main when the aqueduct is 
long and a good site can be found for the reservoir at

>

5
to
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OVER FIFTEEN HUNDRED AT ROAD CONGRESS

attended the

THEOctober 16, 1913.

in design at a smaller cost than any other form of bridge 
for these spans. Changes of temperature cause the 
decking of such bridges to rise and fall considérât» y a 
the centre of the span, and allowance for this will, ot 
course, have to be made by the employment of a special 
form of joint to prevent racking of the pipes. In or er 
to prevent the freezing of the water in the pipes w ere 
they would be exposed to the air, there is the alternative 
°f insulating them with a sufficient thickness of material 
and of carrying them within a light timber structure or 
shed, special provision being made to warm the air msi e 
the shed in winter. The latter alternative permits ot a 
hghter and cheaper bridge for the long spans, and the 
estimate is based on this assumption. Where the pipe 
Cross the two narrow channels the. box girder orm o 
bridge would be suitable, the pipes being lai m ie 
'nterior of the box girder, the bridges being désignée 
80 as to interfere as little as possible with the existing 
surface of the ground and of sufficient strength to carry 
f°ur 51-inch diameter pipes, which would give a maxi
mum discharge at the rate of 93,000,000 gallons pe 
dlem without material loss of head between the service
reservoir and the city.

1 he following estimate is based upon the proposa 
ruentioned in the report :—

VER fifteen hundred delegates
American Road Congress held at Detroit the first 
week of this month. ' About sixty Canadians 
attended the meetings, including A. W. Camp

bell, Deputy Minister of Railways and Canals; Honorable 
Dr.’ Reaume, Minister of Public Works of Ontario; 
Honorable J. E. Carron, Minister of Agriculture and. 
Roads of Quebec Province ; the members of the Ontario 
Highway Commission ; the city engineers and some of the 
assistant city engineers of London, Hamilton, Toronto, 
Ottawa, Oshawa, Port Arthur, Orillia, St. Catharines, 
Windsor and Walkerville ; M. D. Hallman, County Roads 
Superintendent, Berlin ; E. A._ James, engineer of the 
York County Highway Commission, Toronto ; C. H. 
Keefer, C.E., Ottawa ; A. T. Laing, Department of High
way Engineering, University of Toronto ; A. J. Mac- 
Pherson, Chairman of the Provincial Highway Commis
sion Regina; W. G. MacKendrick, of the Warren Bitu
minous Paving Co., Toronto ; Controller J. W Nelson, 
Ottawa ; the Mayors of Port Arthur and Hamilton; 
Victor Pigeon, Chairman of the Road Commission of 
Longueuil, Que. ; J. O. Sharkey, President of the Central 
Steel and Wire Co., Toronto; B. E. Smith, of the Barrett 
Manufacturing Co., Toronto; Gordon Smith of the 
Barber Asphalt Paving Co., Toronto; F. M. Williamson, 

of Dominion Parks, Ottawa; D. P. Wagner, 
of the Ontario Highway Commission, etc.

better than at the Second Ameri- 
held in 1912 at Atlantic

o

Head Works.
Dam at outlet of Mitchell’s Lake to raise water

surface to 570 feet ................................. y ‘
tearing and burning area to be submerged..

1 Unnel between Pemichangaw and Long Lake, 
including shafts, etc.—3,000 lin. ft.........

Uutlet works at Long Lake—straining tower,

^mailer works about lakes, including sub
sidiary dams at depressions in height o 
land, temporary works at Pemichangaw, 
dowering and clearing Long Lake, etc..

Aqueduct to Service Reservoir.
54-in. steel main, 7-16-in. thick, between out

let tower and service reservoir 235,000
lin. ft.....................................................................

lJ?e on Gatineau River ........................i '
arious smaller stream crossings and culverts

Service Reservoir.

Engineer
secretary130,180

128,000
$

The attendance was
CityRand Abetter th^ the First American Road Con

gress, held in 1911 at Richmond, Va. exhlJltS °?'
cupied twice as much floor space as they did at Atlantic 
City, and were most interesting and instructive.

was
ii9>63°

43,660

hibiJoï thefBarber^^halt^avin^Cc^^A^H Chamber-

lain, Standard Oil Co., The Texas Ox, U.S. Asphalt Re
fining Co., and the Warner-Quinlan Co.

represented by the National 
Association and its con-

72, 000

The brick interests were 
Paving Brick Manufacturers 
stituent companies.

A number of cement companies exhibited, ^eluding 
thp Pamela Cement Co., which was the only Canadian 
firm having a booth, with the exception of The Canadian

Engineer. . .
Several firms exhibited expansion joints or 

ments for concrete pavements, including the American 
S and Wire Co., R. D. Bake, & Co., Thomas S,eel 
Reinforcement Co., and the Trussed Concrete StodC,

4,3i4,o8o
30,000

110,000
Brid
V

Liams . 212,15°
21,460
26,600

reinforce-
b'?‘lr'ng and stripping site 

et and outlet works .. •

Aqueduct Service Reservoir to City.
steel main, 7-16-in. thick between set 

vice reservoir and city—two lines of pipe>
each 32,000 lin. ft............................................

a.ri°us smaller stream crossings, culverts, etc. 
ndge across the Ottawa River

Total for works ■ •
P-c. for engineering

A felt expansion joint filler was51-in.
limons the companies exhibiting other types of pave

ments or paving materials were th® Asp£^ Jf ^ Blome
ment Co., Barrett Manufacturing Co., Rudolf .
£kr=nP"5l» C„en"GLi„r and Warren

Rock crushers, Çadera, rollers ^d ™;
f HdIS dr°Co.^American Road Machiner, ^

J" . piirnax Road Machine Co.-, canonAustin Western Co., Climax wud phnrlesnu ' . ~ Roads Machinery Co., Charles
Iron Works Co Good Koadn and Thresher Co.,
Rumely^ Products’Co.("’wheeling Mold and Foundry

I,I0I,I20
20,000

l80,000

..................... $6,508,880
,nd contingencies 976>3-°Add IO

$7,485,2°°
300,000Land, lakes, compensation, etc.

Total..............................
syst ^ tLe scheme is proceeded

ejn may be in use in 1917- ,
sidp Tl!e City Council will have the proposal 

atlon at its meeting to-morrow (October

.....................$7,985,2°°
with immediately, the

1er con- 
, I9Î3)- Co., etc.
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ESSENTIAL FEATURES IN GOOD BRICK ROAD 
CONSTRUCTION.

Buffalo Pitts, Holt and Wallis traction engines 
were at the show. Buffalo Pitts and Troy dump wagons 
were exhibited, a Packard motor dump wagon also being 
shown. N the course of the paper which he read before the 

American Highway Association at Detroit (American 
Road Congress), Mr. Jas. M. McCleary, road en
gineer of Cuyahoga County, Ohio, refers in an 

interesting manner to the various events in the process 0 
evolution which road engineering has gone through m 
that county from the initial stages of highway improve
ment to the conditions which at present mark its roads 
as being worthy of praise. The paper deals largely with 
mistakes of early brick construction, and the methods 
whereby they were, and may be elsewhere, overcome- 
Cuyahoga County possesses no peculiarities of topo
graphy or soil that are not ordinarily found in other dlS" 
tricts and countries, and for this reason the following 
points as disclosed by Mr. McCleary’s paper are ap
plicable, with almost equal weight, in Canada :

In the western part of Cuyahoga County the land is 
so level that drainage is a difficult problem and must be 
given much consideration. In the southern and eastern 
parts, the land is so broken that to secure a feasible grade 
without undue expense for excavation becomes the chie 
difficulty. The soil varies from a sticky yellow clay in 
the southern and eastern sections to a sandy loam at the 
west. The development of the brick road, therefore, was 
obstructed by all the probable problems to be found else
where: natural and artificial soil, grades, climatic in
fluences and the opinion of the abutting property owner-

The first brick road in the county was started in 1893 
and completed in 1895. It was located on what is known 
as the Wooster Pike, in the southwest portion of. the 
county. The wearing surface was of standard size brick) 
eight feet in width, tar filled, placed between stone curbs, 
211 x and resting upon a six-inch broken stone base- 
The pavement was placed upon one side of the roadway 
with a graded earth drive occupying the balance of the 
width. No drainage was provided and really nothing m 
detail was taken into consideration. No requirement m 
the specifications dealt with the quality of the stone, ana 
the result was that field stone was used for base, and o 
such consistency that, when the roller had done its work, 
one might think that sand ballast had been used. Upon 
this the cushion was placed without compression and then 
the brick. As to the filler, no one could have told its com
position at-the end of six years, so little of it could be 
found.

IThe increasing use of concrete for road construction, 
whether for foundations or surfaces, was indicated by the 
number of different makes of concrete mixers exhibited, 
which included the Austin, Big-an-Little, Coltrin, Eureka, 
Hartwick, Kent, Koehring, Lansing, Milwaukee, Rapid- 
Heated, VanDuzen and other makes.

Various methods of building culverts were exhibited, 
the cast iron pipe interests being represented by the Am
erican Car and Foundry Co. and the United States Cast 
Iron Pipe and Foundry Co., while corrugated metal 
culverts were shown by the Shannon Self-Locking Metal 
Culvert Co., the Portsmouth Culvert Co., the American 
Rolling Mills and the Galion Iron Works. Collapsible 
forms for concrete culverts were shown by the Concrete 
Form and Engine Co.

Engineering instruments were shown by the Bausch 
and Lomb Optical Co., and Keuffel and Esger.

Laboratories were represented by Robert W. Hunt
& Co.

Gasoline engines and pumping outfits were exhibited 
by the New Way Motor Co., Novo Engine Co., Original 
Gas Engine Co., and the Whitman Agricultural Co.

Orenstein-Arthur-Koppel Co. showed models of dump 
Steam shovels were represented by the Marioncars.

Steam Shovel Co.
The Steel Protected Concrete Co. showed the Wain- 

wright Corner Bar, and distributed literature of the new 
Guelich asphalt plant. The Tarrant Manufacturing Co. 
exhibited various tools and other appliances for paving 
work, as did the Iroquois Iron Works and the Anderson 
Tool and Supply Co.

The exhibit of miniature models by the Office of 
Public Roads of the United States deserves special 
tion. Models of roads from the early Roman roads to the 
present modern types were shown, 
models of bridges, culverts and drainage structures, 
rollers, crushers, etc. The New York State Highway 
Commission chemists were present with considerable 
laboratory equipment, and gave out much useful informa
tion. The United States technical papers were well re
presented, eleven of them having booths.

The exhibition of machinery and materials formed 
only one part of the work of the Congress of course, 
great interest being shown in the large number of valu
able papers read at the meetings. Some of these

men-

There were also

The pavement being but eight feet in width, all the 
traffic came in one place. Lack of bond and absence 01 
uniform support caused a depression to appear, 
wet season this rut or groove filled with water which 
soaked through the base, creating a worse condi
tion from day to day during the damp seasons. The 
colder weather brought upheavals and such havoc that 
many sections of the so-called improvement were a 
hindrance rather than an aid to the traffic.

These defects were not repaired, owing to the fact 
that the law under which these improvements were made 
permitted no expenditure for maintenance. In 1898 this 
legislative flaw was remedied, but for five years there WaS 
no chance to palliate the badness of our methods nor t0 
interfere with the increasing delapidation which const1 
tuted the chief value of this road—the value of a horrib c

In the. . papers
appeared in full in last week’s issue and in this issue of 
The Canadian Engineer, and others may be printed dur
ing the next few weeks ; but it is understood that 
plete report of the proceedings of the Congress, together 
with all speeches in full, will be procurable within a few 
weeks, for a small fee, from the secretary of the Ameri
can Highway Association, J. E. Pennybacker, Colorado 
Bldg., Washington, D.C.

a com-

The Fourth American Road Congress will likely be 
held at Atlanta, Ga. The executive committee 
sidering the advisability of holding the Congress about 
January, 1915, instead of late in the fall of 1914. Many 
road contractors and engineers are too busy in the fall to 
attend the Congress, and it is also thought that possibly 
the lessons learned would be better remembered if the 
Congress were held nearer the opening of the following 
construction season.

are con-

example.
The next road laid was South Woodland. This is 111 

the eastern section of the country. Again the wearing 
surface was eight feet in width, tar filled, and placed be 1



Ween flush stone curbs on a six-inch broken stone base.
had learned, in a small way, from our first mistakes 

and placed a six-inch drainage tile beneath the centre of 
’■he roadway. But on account of the soft filler and im
perfect preparation for carrying off the water, but little 
‘mprovement in the result was realized.
Settlement of the base

Lorain Road, our next installation, was built sixteen 
set wide, tar filled, and resting upon a crushed stone and 

s base between flush curbs, with drain tile beneath 
each curb. Subjected to an unusually heavy traffic, the 
a most inevitable result of such construction must be ex
tensive repairs, amounting almost to reconstruction.

Our next great forward step occurred when the tar 
aler gave way to a grout filler composed of one part 

Sand and one part cement. This plan was followed until 
*9°5 with success, at least in comparison with previous 
experiences. The cement filler alone could not cure all of 

e defects due to inferior drainage and frost action.
. n°ther step was therefore decided upon—the inclusion 
ln ”*e specifications of a requirement for a 4-inch con 
T)6*'6. foundation which, of course, increased the price. 
. increased cost brought immediate opposition, result- 

*n a temporary return to broken stone or slag b se 
antil iqo8, when concrete was again adopted as a foun a 
IOn ar>d continued up to the present time. 

f Since 1908 it has been the policy not merely, to con- 
,°.rm to the chief essentials of brick paving, which are.

Properly prepared subfoundation, (2) smoothly finis e 
Concrete base, (3) compressed sand cushion, (4) laying ot 
f°°d brick, (5) application of the cement filler to the 
I^In’s " but to attach importance to minor details o ap 

method of construction. Doubtless 
... to certain details ad- 
painstaking students of

An uneven
resulted in roughness.soon

manner and
v nave not even yet given weight 
bri'^d some of the more

road construction in the country.
A satisfactory plan for an average rural pavement 

: lnclude a paved portion anywhere from 9 to 1 cc
tr 'Vl^tb, the width being controlled by the amount o 

a lc to which the road is subjected. A dirt or gra'e 
acadam should occupy the balance or unpaved portion 
ividth. Whatever dimensions are adopted, the sur ac 

t(.ain.age should be over the pavement toward a dite 0 
s,de of the road closest to the pavement, eliminating 

ahcr°wn from the paved portion. The unpaved portion 
°Ll ^ be drained in the opposite direction. 

b ^mediately you ask: “Why a dirt road?” 
ask tnswer is, “Ask the farmer,” and he will tell you to 

’be horse. .. ,
, ’ he engineer will save himself much trouble 1

as will entail minimum depths 
fible and it is the larger

most xtreme care. It behooves t e
er to see that his pecifications contain a c 

nchn.|.for the fill to be put in layers of not more than - 
eXCp ^.lckness and each layer compacted with a rolle 
Cl a n? 10 tons in weight. This clause must be 

Ced with rigidity. „ .
Snc uddling ;s the one method that can Ire fo o
the !Ssfu".v th treatment of old fills. The surface
centrp°ad Sh( ’d e broken and dirt removed 
Shorl t0 thc sides. At right angles to th 
forminr trenches should be dug at intervals of 25 ’
Partmi’ 3 toctangular vat. Pump .water irjto ’w 
into tl ntS anci allow it to stand until it has lea -< tbe
engin!16 fiI>- This will disclose the weak spots an 

tor can take care of them as he thinks best.

The

of pj'i ’0 such a grade line 
file ‘ bhis is not alway 

that call for the
togine
call;
i

the

L

The drainage of the graded portion of the road is of 
first necessity. Whatever plan is adopted, the one that 
will most nearly maintain the sub-structure free from 
moisture below the frost line is the ideal condition to be 
sought. This means that you must not merely drain the 
road bed, but adequate side ditches must be provided to 
carry off promptly the accumulated water. In the pre
paration of a sub-base the only debatable proposition is 
the purpose of rolling. Common practice, including the 
use of a very heavy roller, has been founded upon the 
theory of compacting the soil to as great a depth as pos
sible. This can do no harm, but the writer believes that the 
chief purpose of rolling is accomplished when the weak or 
spouty places in the soil are revealed so that the engineer 

treat them as he sees fit. For this purpose, a roller 
weighing from 8 to 10 tons answers every requirement.
can

Preceding the final preparation of the sub-base the 
curbs must be placed. In case of most of our rural work, 
curbs are placed flush with the surface of the completed
pavement.

With curb set and base prepared, the next step is 
the placement of the concrete base, which with our roads 
has been 4 inches in depth. In specifying the proportions, 
a mixture of 1 =3 =5 with a permissible variation accord
ing to the size of the aggregates which will most nearly 
fill the voids, meets every necessity. To meet this vari
ableness, which obtains with almost every job, it is 
sary to specify the size of the coarse aggregate, but not 
the amount, requiring only so much of the coarse aggre- 

shall leave the concrete most nearly 
inflexible rule of

neces-

gate to be used as
free from voids. This, instead of an 
proportions, will assure a condition of concrete whereby 
a smooth surface is easily attained. A smooth surface 
must be had, for upon that much of efficiency and du.r- 
ableness of the wearing surface depends. It assures in 
the next step a requirement of equal importance, that o 
placing the sand cushion of uniform fill and of uniform 
density.

While it is possible that often too much importance 
the ability of the sand cushion to afford a 

absorb shock, it is unquestionably
of bringing the wearing surface of 

the uneven- 
No one will

is placed upon 
resiliency or 
sity for the purpose
the brick to a perfect plane, by neutralizing 

and lack of uniformity of the brick, 
question but that the support of the wearing surface pro
vided for by this sand cushion must be uniform. It. is 
therefore necessary to compress and bring to a like 
density every part of this cushion. Dropping the sand 
cushion on to the base from dump wagons and leaving 
the bottom portion of the load untouched before striking 
off with a template is objectionable, as it renders the hand 
rolling difficult by having a dense pile and a loose pile to 
contend with, the roller spanning the looser portion. 1 
is better to spread the sand entirely by shovels, then y 
rolling and striking off and re-rolling, even a third time. 
This brings the cushion to a condition of compactness and 
even density that will not only furnish an even support to 
the entire pavement, but will prevent the san . rom 
inp. up into the joints of the brick when the brick surface 

rolled. While it is not necessary for this cushion sand 
entirely free from soil and vegetable matter it

its density cannot be

a neces-

ness

to be ,
should be nearly so, otherwise
maintained.

the brick, the followingRespecting the laying of
noted by Mr. McCleary as important.

turned one way.
points are

(1) See that the lugs are
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relied mainly upon the condition of our structure by avoid 
ing moisture underneath the roadway and by an endeavor 
to have our cement-filler of the greatest possible strength' 
These provisions, together with a rigid curb, enables us 
to hold in compression, the expansion occurring in our 
narrow roadways. In this respect, we have not been 
entirely successful. A few cracks in the pavement have 
appeared, but so far, they have not ravelled out so as to 
injure the traffic worth of the road, and have not been 
thought of sufficient importance to require repairs.

(2) Make certain that the joints are broken so that 
one-third or more of the brick of one course overlaps the
brick of the next course.

(3) Be sure that every fourth course is driven up to 
a straight line.

(4) For the sake of appearance, keep the line of the 
brick at right angles with the curb.

Next in order is culling. Care should be taken to see 
that all soft brick or brick that are burned too hard are 
removed. Those so heavily kiln-marked that they will 
cause unevenness in the pavement should be turned. 
Caution should be exercised in this, for many a kiln- 
marked brick is thrown out which, if allowed to remain 
would have been of more value to the pavement than 
others that are retained.

After the brick are thus placed in the street, their 
slight unevenness should be ironed out by the use of a 
roller not exceeding 5 tons in weight. If a horse roller 
is used at all, it should have a diameter of at least 5 feet. 
Rolling should begin on one side and pursue a course 
parallel to the curb. The roller should return over the 
same course. The next trip should lap the first, the roller 
again returning over the same course. This should con
tinue until the centre of the pavement has been reached 
when the roller should be moved to the opposite curb and 
continue as before until the centre is reached from the

V

COAST TO COAST.

Montreal, Que.—The fourth and last 270-foot span of the 
C.P.R. Lachine bridge has been placed in position.

Toronto, Ont.—The Hon. Robert Rogers, when inspect
ing the city harbor, made the statement that it is planned to 
have the Great Lakes watercourse for ocean freighters com 
pleted in 1918.

Regina, Sask.—The sewer work contracted for by the 
Regina City Council early in the year is nearly all completed, 
and already the city engineer and his staff are busily engaged 
on planning the extensions for next year.

Vancouver, B.C.—The contractors have announced that 
within 30 days, work will commence on the erection of the 
Dominion Government dock in East Vancouver, which has 
let at an estimate of three-quarters of a million dollars.

Edmonton, Alta.—The city council has instructed the city 
commissioners to apply to the Dominion Government to have 
lands reserved for the source of the city’s gas supply in the 
gas district at Vegreville. A pipe line of 90 miles, the cost 
of which would be $946,500, would be necessary to carry the 
supply to Edmonton.

Saskatoon, Sask.—At the recent convention of Canadian 
municipalities held at Saskatoon, a movement was sei on f°ot 
to urge the establishment of a local government board, whose 
particular function will be to keép in constant touch with the 
finances of each city and municipality within its jurisdiction 
on lines similar to the system in vogue in England.

Montreal, Que.—The first C.N.R. train to make the 
through trip from Toronto to Quebec, covered the road early 
in October, bearing the president and Lady Mackenzie to the 
“Royal Edward” steamship. The track is pronounced in 
first-class condition, though regular passenger service 
not commence until the ballasting is fully completed.

Ottawa, Ont.—The Conservation Commission will sup- 
the recommendation of the Ontario Municipal Electric 

Association that the water powers along the rivers and canals 
of Ontario be handed over to the Ontario Hydro-Electric 
Commission. It has been urging this policy for some time, 
though it is not particular whether the development is carne 
out by the federal or by the provincial government.

Edmonton, Alta.—A deputation of 70 farmers called np 
on Premier Sifton to ask that he urge upon the government 
the necessity of considering the question of assisting in tbe 
building of light railways to connect with settled districts 
removed from main lines of railway. The deputation wa" 
particularly concerned with the construction of a railway in 
Blindman Valley in the Lacombe and Ponoka districts.

Montreal, Que.—Mr. T. S. Darling has stated f 
between the 20th and 30th of December, the completion 0 
the tunnel through the mountain will be announced. Tw° 
thousand feet of distance remain to be cut, but there has been 
little trouble so far and none anticipated until the work lS

other side.
The roller should then start at one side and work 

diagonally across the pavement. This diagonal rolling 
will have a tendency to bed the brick in such a manner as 
to avoid “rocker.” The pavement should then be culled 
again for broken brick, after which it should be hand- 
rammed with a paver rammer weighing not less than 50 
pounds. Interpose a plank not less than 6 feet long, 10 
inches wide and 2 inches thick, between the surface of 
the pavement and the rammer. The plank should be laid 
parallel to the curb.

For filling joints, the next process in order, use a 
grout filler composed of equal parts of sand and cement. 
It seems hardly necessary to state that the cement should 
meet the standard specifications for Portland cement as 
adopted by the American Society for Testing Materials. 
The sand with which we have had much success has been 
taken from the lake and, although not very sharp, is 
nevertheless fine and clean and has given good results. 
In any event the sand to be used should be free from sew
age, acid or soil, and should be sharp and fine.

A watertight box, standing on uneven legs so as to 
afford a “lower corner,” should be used as a receptacle 
for the grout. In it place one cubic foot of sand and one 
bag of cement, mixing the mass until it assumes a uni
form color. Add water and stir the mixture until it as
sumes the consistency of thin cream. The mixture should 
then be applied to the pavement by means of scoop 
shovels and thoroughly swept into the joints. After this 
has had sufficient time for setting a second coat, slightly 
thicker, should be applied and later a third coat, which 
will assure filled joints. This last coat should be worked 
either with a specially prepared broom or a rubber squee
gee, and swept across the joints at an angle of 45 degrees.

After the initial set has taken place, the pavement 
should be covered with a half inch or more of sand and

will

port

this kept saturated with water for at least 5 days. The 
pavement should not be opened to traffic for at least 
10 days.

that

We have not undertaken any special provision 
against possible thermal effect, such as contraction and 
expansion due to low and high temperatures, but have
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finished. No difficulty with respect to air pressure has been 
exPerienced, since the tunnel does not lie under a river.

Vancouver, B.C.—The opening of Kingsway, the newly- 
paved 12-mile highway connecting Vancouver with New West
minster and the municipalities of South Vancouver and Burn
aby, was celebrated recently by a program of ceremonies 
comprising an imposing procession of city and municipal 
officials carried by 563 automobiles bountifully decorated with 
flags as far as the corner of Kingsway and Boundary Road, 
where speeches were given by the Mayor, Reeves and the Hon. 
Thos. Taylor. He formally declared the highway open to 
traffic, congratulated the cities and municipalities upon the 
highway construction, and outlined the possibility of a cir
cular road paved from Vancouver to New Westminster, via 
Kingsway, returning by the river road. Amidst the enthu
siastic cheering of the great crowd assembled, the procession 
re-formed and continued along the highway to the Royal city.

Medicine Hat, Alta.—The Southern Alberta Land Com
pany has been carrying out an irrigation project that will 
water the greater part of 400,000 acres of excellent land in 
Southern Alberta. They have engaged in the work Mr. David 
W. Hays as chief engineer with a force of about 500 
One of the greatest feats in connection with the scheme will 
be the construction of one of the longest tunnels for carrying 
water in Western Canada, as well as one of the largest in 
diameter, its cross-section being too feet. The tunnel will 
commence at a point three miles south of Lake McGregor, 
and extend about two miles along the lower end of the Snake 
Valley. It will cut off five miles along the main ditch from 
the lake, which is the main source of supply. When com
pleted it is estimated that it will carry 1,300 second feet, or 
1,300 cubic feet will pass a given point every second.

Edmonton, Alta.—Much discussion is being given to the 
deficits which appear every month in the earnings of the 
city’s street railway department. Among other recommenda
tions, Cost Engineer Bowness has suggested that an imme
diate investigation of power rates be made to settle the basis 
of rate and the method of measuring power delivered, which 
is now indefinite and unsatisfactory. The rates charged by 
the power department are admitted to be excessive. To re
duce the power charges so as to supply direct current to the 
street railway company at the exact cost of production would 
alter the monthly report of Mr. Woodroofe, superintendent of 
the street railway department, and deficits would be eliminat
ed. The power department would show a smaller surplus 
with the carrying out of the recommendation, but a report 
showing a balance on the right side in both departments 
would make more pleasant reading for the citizens, the own
ers of these concerns..

Victoria, B.C.—An important operation was achieved in 
connection with the improvement work in the Inner Harbor, 
when 
This

7oo tons of rock were displaced at a single charge, 
was accomplished at the Soughees rock where drilling 

aiM blasting operations are being carried on at present. The 
e tmination of several of the dangerous rocks has removed the 
Menace to shipping, which has prevented large vessels from 
entering the Inner Harbor.V

Montreal, Que.—At the annual meeting of the Grand 
runk Pacific Railway Company, report on the construction 
the main line to the Pacific coast showed that the work has 

^cached mile 1,204 west of Winnipeg, and mile 305 east from 
^tince Rupert. This leaves a section of only 236 miles in 
,ritlsfi Columbia on which the grade is to be completed and 

^ e track laid. It is hoped to complete the connection of steel 
the Pacific Ocean within the next nine months.

da B-C.—After four years of labor, the great
111 at Coquitlam has reached completion. Its construction 

^scessitated the tearing down of hills and the displacement 
SQjVast Quantities of earth, the boring" of two tunnels through 

granite and the erection of two towers. 
lat)Se^ °n Portions of the construction, the final piece of 

r being the spillway, a trench 250 feet in width and 15 
eet in depth,

men.

Work has

which was driven through solid rock, 
tli ',ictor'a> BiC,—The announcement has been made that 
o^.e middle of next summer will see a new channel for the use 
Th'SteamerS entering and leaving Victoria’s inner harbor. 
(je ls channel will be one quarter of a mile wide and 20 feet 
cje^ at l°w. water. Several patches of mud must still be 
ail^re^ away, and a couple of pinnacles of rocks broken up 
hv Jernoved- A shorter run into the harbor will be gained 
sid 1 6 Dew channel, eliminating the turns which cause 

erable trouble to certain boats. 
ar(j Tor°nto, Ont.—The acceptance of the 86-foot road stand- 
0nto^y the Ontario Railway Board assures for Greater Tor- 
Q, . 0ne °f the finest road systems on the Continent. St. 
f0r Avenue has a width of 100 feet, and will serve as a plan 
tio Uture boulevard constructions. Only at street intersec- 
ot^ns can vehicles cross from one side of the street to the 
ed tkus obviating the difficulties to street car traffic caus
al y vehicular traffic in older sections of the city. Here, 

’ ^e track area has been covered by broken granite for 
Purpose of deadening sound.

on Vancouver, B.C.—Another bridge, the largest of its type 
e Mountain section of the C.N.R., has been completed. 

Sev^retches for 760 feet over Stoyama Creek, and consists of 
Uto n steel spans resting on six concrete pedestals. Sur- 
Tj.'^ting the pedestals are six towers, each 40 feet in width.

*S DOw being laid over the bridge and beyond it west- 
viad S Unt^ Niue Mile Creek is reached, where another steel 
tyjjj ttct> 300 feet long, having three towers and two spans, 
Cr e constructed. Still further west, between Nine Mile 
ot,st an<i Cisco, smaller steel bridges will be erected over 

rticting- creeks and gullies. 
a nQ e8ina, Sask.—City Engineer McArthur has decided on 
tion°Vel Plan to keep the roadways of Regina in proper condi 
Boy Ihe assistance of the boy scouts has been enrolled 
anj Scouts Patrol different sections of the city at stated times 
rePo CP°rt where improvement is needed in the roads. These 
pajr S are handed over to what is now called the road re 
Purngang'” This gang of men is employed for the specific 
ipg. Ses °f making repairs, and is kept busily engaged x 
Pect, lp '"he bad spots reported by the boy scouts. It is Ç- 
city ^at by this system the roads throughout the entire 

11 he in good repair by freeze-up.

con-

the

PERSONAL.

W. G. CHACE, B.A.Sc., of the firm of Kerry and Chace, 
Limited (until recently, Smith, Kerry and Chace), has been 
appointed chief engineer of the entire construction of the 
Greater Winnipeg water system.

W. S. HARVEY, mentioned in our personal column on 
August 21 st, as acting city engineer of Lethbridge, Alta., 
succeeding A. C. D. Blanchard, resigned, has just been ap
pointed to the position of city engineer.

ERNST POENSGEN, manager of the Tube Department 
of the Phoenix Steel Works of Dusseldorf, Germany, returned

time at Montreal with hishome last week. He spent some 
firm’s Canadian agents, Gerald Lomer, Limited.

CARL IMHOFF, eminent in the design of system
disposal was a visitor

DR.
and apparatus for scientific sewage 
in Toronto last week, and made a careful tour of inspection 

the sewage disposal plant at Morley Avenue.over



COMING MEETINGS.
—TbeCANADIAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS, 

first monthly meeting of the Society for the winter ses» 
will be held on Thursday, the 16th inst., at 8.15 p.m- 
illustrated address on Elevator Construction will be delb et 
by Mr. Jas Spelman, M.Can.Soc. C.E.

NATIONAL SOCIETY FOR PROMOTION OF 
TRIAL EDUCATION.—Annual convention to be held 
Grand Rapids, Mich., October 19th to 25th. Secretary, C. 
Prosser, 105 E. 22nd Street, New York City.

AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS.—Annual conven 
will be held at Philadelphia, Pa., October 20th to 25th. 
retary, J. Callbreath, Majestic Building, Denver, Colo. - 

AMERICAN RAILWAY BRIDGE AND BUILDER 
ASSOCIATION.—Annual convention will be held at M° 
treal, Que., October 21st to 23rd. Secretary, C. A. L*c 
319 N. Waller Avenue, Chicago, 111. ^

UNITED STATES GOOD ROADS ASSOCIATION-^ 
Convention will be held at St. Louis, Mo., November i°t

Brown-Marx Build10

ed

INDUS'
at

tioo

15th. Secretary, J. A. Rountree, L021 
Birmingham, Ala.

NATIONAL MUNICIPAL LEAGUE.—Annual meetinU 
C. K-will be held in Toronto, November 12-15. Secretary, 

Woodruff, 705 North American Building, Philadelphia, a 
AMERICAN ROAD BUILDERS’ ASSOCIATION^ 

Tenth Annual Convention to be held in First Re#1 ^ 
Aimory Building, Philadelphia, Pa., December gth to ,2 
Secretary, E. L. Powers, 150 Nassau Street, New York, N-V-

EXTENSIONS TO ELECTRICAL FIRM.
Contracts have just been placed by the Eugene Phillip5 

Electrical Works of Montreal for a large amount of ne'v 
machinery with which to equip the new quarter of a milli°n 
dollar extension to their Montreal plant. There has already 
been installed in this extension all of the machinery that ha 
been previously used by the Stromberg-Carlson Telepbone 
Manufacturing Company of Rochester, New York, in their 
telephone-cable making branch. This branch of the Strom 
berg-Carlson business was purchased outright by the Mon
treal firm, which is now in a position to bid on very large 
contracts for telephone cable. The capacity for making 
other cable will also be greatly increased, and the contracts 
recently let for machinery will widen the field of the com 
pany’s activities.

COAL TESTING.
At the October meeting of the Cleveland Engineering 

Society, held on 14th inst., Dr. W. G. Wilcox, of the Clev® 
land Research and Testing Laboratories, presented an 
trated paper on “Coal Testing.” Another meeting is being 
held on October 21st, when Mr. Jos. R. Poe, Structural 
gineer, the Wellman, Seaver, Morgan Company, will glVe 
paper on “The Practical Side of Steel Structures.”

illus-

OTTAWA BRANCH—CANADIAN SOCIETY uf 
CIVIL ENGINEERS.

At the annual meeting on October 2nd, of the Ottawa 
Branch of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers, Mr. Ge°' 
A. Mountain was appointed chairman of the branch. Meet 
ings for the presentation and discussion of papers will 
held on the first and third Thursdays of the fall and winter 
months, the other Thursday evenings to be devoted to 
mal or business meetings. Mr. R. F. Uniacke is the retin®
chairman.

J. H. FUERTES, civil and sanitary engineer of New 
York, and a member of the board of experts, who reported 
recently on the Shoal Lake Water Supply scheme for Winni- 

(See The Canadian Engineer, September nth, 1913),peg
has been appointed consulting engineer for the work.

C. R. KRUMBIEGEL has been appointed Chief Engi- 
for Canada for Deutsche Maschinenfabrik, A.G., Duis-neer

burg, Germany. Mr. Krumbiegel has been on the engineer
ing staff of this firm for a number of years and has had ex
perience, not only in Germany, but in the United States as 
well. He will be permanently located in the office of the 
firm’s Canadian agents, Gerald. Lomer, Limited, Fraser
Building, Montreal.

R. H. REYNOLDS, was last week appointed a commis
sioner to act in connection with the Shoal Lake water supply 
system for Winnipeg, upon which construction work will be
gin immediately. It is stated that the other commissioners 
will not be appointed for some little time. Mr. Reynolds 
was for some years assistant city engineer under City En
gineer Ruttan, and when he left in 1907 was succeeded by R. 
D. Wilson, who still holds that position. For a number of 
years he was engaged in mining pursuits, and is at present 
a resident of Victoria, B.C.

J. E. PENNYBACKER, secretary of the American High
way Association, was in Toronto this week making prepara
tions for his new work as consulting expert to the Ontario 

Mr. Pennybacker was educated atHighway Commission.
West Virginia University and the University of Georgetown, 
graduating in law in 1900. After four years’ practice with 
a railroad corporation, he was appointed chief clerk of the 
United States Office of Public Roads, 
able work that he did in gathering economic data regarding 
roads, attracted the attention of the Cabinet, and he was ap
pointed Chief of Road Management. When the American 
Highway Association was formed about two years ago, Mr. 
Pennybacker resigned his government position to become its 

On the recommendation of Director

Some particularly

permanent secretary.
Page of the United States Office of Public Roads, Mr. Penny
backer was also appointed as consulting expert to the Joint 
Congressional Committee on Road Legislation. Mr. Penny
backer gave valuable assistance to the Committee which 
reached the notice of the chairman of the Ontario Highway 
Commission. At the request of the Ontario Government, 
the American Highway Association permitted Mr. Penny
backer to act as consultant to Ontario Highway Commission. 
The vast amount of data that he has gathered during the past 
ten years on every phase of road legislation and road con
struction, will undoubtedly help the Ontario Commissioners 
in framing a model Highway Bill and in organizing an ideal
Highway Department.

OBITUARY.

GEO. G. ROSE, C.E., a member of the engineering 
staff of the Cornwall Canal, and a native of Morrisburg. 
Ont., died last week at Cornwall. Mr. Rose was a graduate 
of the Royal Military College, Kingston, and was connected 
with the Marine Department, Ottawa. Fifteen years ago he 

in charge of the construction of a part of the Rapide duwas
Plat Canal. He was 63 years of age.

JAMES HARRISON, a member of the engineering staff 
of the York County Road Commission, died suddenly in 
Woodbridge, Ont., last week, 
paralytic stroke, and a record run to a city hospital proved 

Although not a graduate, Mr. Harrison was a 
member of the 1887 class in Civil Engineering at the School

Deceased was overcome by a

in vain.

of Practical Science, Toronto
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be found summaries of orders passed by the Board of Railway Commissioners, to date.
Copies of these orders may beEach week on this page may

This will facilitate ready reference and easy h ing.
secured from The Canadian Engineer for small fee.

20458—September 30—Directing C.N.O.R. to provide and 
construct suitable farm-crossing and cattle-pass where it 
crosses lands of William and Robert Wilson, in Lot 26, Con.
B, Tp. Westmeath, Co. Renfrew, Ont., subject to and upon 
certain conditions.

20459—September 11—-Authorizing C.P.R. to construct 
spur for Northern Elevator Co., Limited, Winnipeg, Mam., 
from a point on existing spur on Sutherland Ave., subject to 
and upon certain conditions.

20460—September 30—Authorizing G.T.P. Ry. to 
struct wye track at mileage 29 west of Yellowhead Pass, 
Cariboo District, B.C. ; and rescinding Order No. 17618, dated 
September 25th, 19:2, made herein.

20461—September 30—Extending, for a period of thirty 
days from date of this Order, time within which G.T.R. com
plete culvert under its tracks, Tp. Tecumseh, Ont., authorized 
by Order No. 19988, dated Aug. 5th, 1913.

20462—October 2—Declaring that joint tariff of Alta. Ry. 
and irrigation Co., C.k.u No. 165 is lawfully in effect ; 
and that Supplement No. 16 thereto, published and filed by
C. P.R. to take effect August x8th, 1913, is disallowed. Board 
will be prepared to consider an application for annulment of 
said C.R.C., No. 165 on publication and filing by C.P.R. of 
local and joint tariffs of rates from Lethbridge, and from 
points on line of Alta. Ry. and Irrigation Co., via Leth
bridge, which shall not be greater than those shown in said 
C.R.C., No. 165, via Coutts, to points in B.C., on G.N.R. 
and C.P.R., to which the rates of said C.R.C., No. 165 are 
now lower than via C.P.R. from Lethbridge, having regard 
to provisions of Ry. Act.

20463—September 30—Establishing collection and de
livery limits of the Dominion Express Co., in town of Swift 
Current, Sask.

20464—October 1—Authorizing Edmonton, Dunvegan 
and B.C. Ry., to construct across two highways—namely,1. 
between N.E. % Sec. 13-74-16, W. 5 M., and N.W. Vx 18- 
74-15, W. 5 M. ; 2. N.E. M Sec. 13-74-16, W. 5 M., Province 
of Alberta.

20465—October 1—Extending, for a period of 60 days 
from date of this order, time within which G.T.R. install 
electric bell at crossing of Mill Street, Milverton, Ont., re
quired under Order No. 19893, dated July 24th, 1913.

20466—October 1—Authorizing G.T.R. to construct sid
ing into premises of the Ham and Nott Co., Limited, 
Block “C,” north of Bruce Street, city of Brantford, Ontario.

t ft?°447—September 30—Authorizing C.P.R. to open for 
that portion of its Swift Current North-West Branch 

a °?? Cabri, mileage 34.8, to Westerham, near mileage 94 
]• .ls*4nce of 59.2 miles. And relieving company of speed 

Ration of fifteen miles an hour between mileages 34.8 and 
•°> imposed under Order No. 16869, dateo June 25th, 1912.

ç 7°448—September 29—Authorizing Lachine, Jacques 
citv leC and Maisonneuve Ry. Co., to take certain lands in 
Str °* Montreal, P.Q., required for diversion of Harbor 
K) o6t • said lands being required to give effect to Order No. 
tain ^ated March 28, 1912, authorizing the crossing of cer- 
S(re Greets in Montreal, including diversion of Harbor

con-

Ave 2°i49'—September 29—Directing that crossing of Wallace 
dav ’ T,oro.nto> by G.T.R., be protected by gates operated by 
stalli'3n“ n'8'bt watchmen appointed by Ry. Co. ; cost of m- 
b0r ng and maintaining gates and wages of watchmen be 
with '6 Paid by city of Toronto ; work to be completed
No ' , days from date of this Order, and rescinding Order 
effer?247, dated January 12th, 1910; such revision to take 
videcj uP°n installation of gates herein required to be pro-

sidjn°4'’0 September 26—Authorizing G.T.R. to construct 
IfiU and spur therefrom, into premises of Ogilvie Flour 
ject t °'! Limited, west of Mill Street, Montreal, Que., sub- 

0 and upon certain conditions.
addit"°^"’1 September 27—Authorizing G.T.R. to construct 
Wav 10nal track, or siding, commencing at a point on its rail- 
eastprieSt Gore Street, Stratford, Ont., thence extendin 
threp y across Gore Street. Siding to be completed withi 

Months from date of this Order.
iq0nt}?45?~'^ePtember 29—Extending, for a period of three 
const s ’rorn date of this Order, time within which G.T.R. 
vii]a branch lines of railway and additional tracks in the 
ig5,-e Port Colborne, Ont., authorized under Order No. 

5' dated June 4th, 1913.
subject53 September 29—Authorizing C.N.O.R. to construct, 
ways p t0 conditions contained in consent of Montreal Tram- 
krâcjpL'0IrlPany. dated August 26th, 1913, proposed temporary 
48.62 °n «s Montreal-Hawkesbury Line from mileage 46.69 to 
of 0’ 0 be used for construction purposes only for a period 
beriori y?ar ’ and to cross on said temporary grade for said 
Park ’ R1 e Monkland Boulevard, Bois Franc Road, Montreal 

and Island Ry., and St. Laurent Road.
across September 30—Authorizing C.N.R. to construct 
^anitob^'enty'two highways on its Goose Isle Branch,

on

20467—September 30—Authorizing G.T.P. Ry. to con
struct spur for the Park Lumber and Planing Mills, Limi
ted, in Block 10, Cromdale Subdivision of River Lot 24, 
Edmonton, Alta.

20468—October 2—Approving location C.P.R. stations 
on Port McNicoll Subdivision, Ont. Div.—namely, 1, Lot 28, 
Con. 3, Tp. Ops, Co. Victoria, Ont., at Cambray, mileage 
22.78, and 2, at Franklin, mileage 6.3, Lot 22, Con. 12, Tp. 
Manvers, Co. Durham, Ontario.

(C.P n33 September 30—Authorizing C.L.O. & W. Ry- 
Cog ' ' t° construct, at grade, across side road in Lot 14, 
diversj’ Tp. of Bathurst, Ont. ; and to construct temporary 

1 °f said railway at mileage 2.1.
Cons2^6 September 30—Authorizing C.L.O. & W. Ry. t0 
acr0ss Ct ballast pit spur line, by means of grade crossing, 
fyttirravr0od allowance between Lots 10 and it, Con. 1, Tp. 
hit Spy’ Co- Northumberland, Ont., at mileage 0.09 on ballast

20469—October 1—Authorizing C.P.R. to construct spur 
into premises of G. F. Stephens and Co., Limited, on Lot 
64, parish of St. Boniface, Winnipeg, Man., subject to and 
upon certain conditions.

20470—October 1—Authorizing C.P.R. to construct, sub
ject to terms of consents of town of Swift Current, dated

for Swift Current

sUb.g 4^.7—September 30—Approving, subject to provisions of 
Ry. 7y^,tl0n 2 of Sec. 327, and sub-section 1 of Sec. 331- 
di$ta,n ’ Maximum tolls to be charged for passengers for all 
>str,,e!.°n LP.R. lines in Canada now' in operation or under 
L.P.r cL°n. as specified in Co.’s Standard Passenger Tariff, 
CQ]be pflT0-. 2279, dated at Montreal, Aug. 12th, 1913, t0 be- 
jhile eanective Sept. 1st, 1913, namely: three cents (3c. ) Per 
e°d, nS} and including company’s railway between Mac
ule’ we ary> and Edmonton, Alta., and four cents (4c.) Per 
being st °f and including Macleod and Calgary, said tariff 
Sengpr'~Consolidation of companv’s approved Standard Pas- 

1 ariffs, C.R.C. Nos. W. 38, and E. 664.

May 23rd and September 9th, 1913, spur 
Grocery Co., Limited, and Winnipeg Paint and Glass Co., 
Limited, Swift Current, Saskatchewan.

20471—October 1—Approving location C.P.R. station at 
Musquash, parish of Musquash, Co. St. John, N.B., at mile
age 66.41 on Co.’s Shore Line Subdivision, Atlantic Div. 
Dist. No. 1.

20472—September 30—Authorizing C.P.R. to construct 
Weyburn-Stirling Branch Line across twenty-nine (29) high-

bd G
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That contribution of $2,000 herein required to be paid by 
U.P.R. shall not become due or payable until on or ai 
completion of subway authorized and required to be co 
structed under this Order.”

20490—October 4—Authorizing C.P.R. to
Cold Storage Co., Limited, city of Winnipeg- 

Man., subject to and upon certain conditions.
20491—October 4—Authorizing C.P.R. to use 

ate, subject to condition that men be kept off sides and 
of cars when using the crossing, undercrossing sh°w.“ 
red on plan, during construction of Heffernan Street Bn 
Guelph, Ont. And approving and authorizing clearances 
shown on plan of false work to be used at Heffernan 
Viaduct, Guelph, Ont. '

20492—October 4—Authorizing city of Edmonton, A j- 
to open up Spadina Avenue, across C.N.R. at rail _ 
within limits of city; expense of constructing and maint 
in g crossing to be borne and paid by applicant.

20493—October 3—Granting leave to B.C. Telephone 6°” 
Limited, to erect its lines across G.N. Ry., on Oscar 
Abbotsford, B.C. ct

20494—October i—Authorizing C.N.O.R. to consfr0lïi 
spur to mills of Laberge and Sons, in town of Sudbury, ^ 
station 41.58.7 on connecting track between its line anu 
goma Eastern Ry., and across Wilma Street. at

20495—October 4—Authorizing C.P.R. to construct. ^ 
grade, spur for Tillsonburg Electric Car Co Limited, * 
sonburg, Ont., across King Street and Sixth Street, a 
age 15.4, Port Burwell Subdivision. , g

2049b—October 4—Approving Michigan Central ■ 
plan showing bridge to be constructed under M.C.R t 
at mileage 32.98, Little Creek Drain, Tp. Tilbury Wes .

20497—October 4—Authorizing G.T.P. Ry. to const ^ 
and sidings, for Pembina Coal Co., Limited, in be

between mileage 37.94 and 65.20 (zero of said mileageways
being at Stirling).

20473—October 1—Authorizing C.P.R. to construct sid
ings for Messrs. McGregor and McIntyre, Toronto, Ont.

20474—October 2—Authorizing Commissioners of Trans
continental Ry., to make, subject to terms of consent of 
C P R , siding connection with C.P.R. tracks to shop site of 
applicants, in Lot Cadastral, No. 2345, parish of St. Sauveur, 
Co. Quebec, Que.

20475—October 2—Authorizing G.T.R. to use and oper
ate Bridge over Richelieu River, at Mile Post 8.73 °n Thir
tieth Dish, near Lacolle Junction, authorized to be recon
structed under Order No. 15863, dated February 2nd, 1912.

2047b—October 2—Authorizing C.N.O.R. to construct 
spur from its Rly. at Richmond Hill to property of J. H. Dun
lop, Lot 24, Con. 1, Tp. Markham, Ontario.

20477—October 2—Authorizing C.P.R. to construct tracks 
of extension to town siding, at grade, across public road 
between Lots 12 and 13, Con. 3, Tp. Hagar, Dist. Sudbury,

construct spur
for Manitoba

and opet-

Ont.20478—October 3—Amending Order No. 20226, by strik
ing out figure “2” after word “Lot,” wherever same appears 
in said Order, and inserting in its place figure “4,” so as to 
make the Order read, “situated in Subdivision, Lot 27, Lot 
4, Con. 11, Tp. Tillsonburg.

20479—October 2—Authorizing C.P.R. to change present 
grade crossing, necessitated by additional track (double 
track) ; and to construct, by means of -grade crossing, said 
additional track across road allowance between Cons. 2 and 
3, Tp. Toronto, at mileage 18.61 on Co. s main line, Lon
don Subdivision.

20480—October 3—Amending Order No. 16874, dated 
June 26th, 1913, by striking out figures “35-5” in,fir.s.t ,.m® 
under heading Mountain Subdivision, and substituting
figures “35-” * „ „ „

20481—October 2—Directing that C.N.R. install care
taker at Sandv Lake, Man., who shall, amongst other things, 
keep waiting room clean and heated for arrival of passenger 
trains ; meet passenger trains on their arrival and assist in 
putting on or taking off any baggage ; meet local freight 
trains and see that package freight is properly housed ; keep 
freight shed locked, with key at a convenient point ; and de
liver freight to consignees between hours of 8 a.m. ana 0 

Caretaker be installed not later than October 5th,

spur
and 30-53-7- W. 5 M., Alta. delivery

20498—October 6—Extending collection and den 
area, in the city of Ottawa, Ont., prescribed by Order . 
16147. dated March 18th, 1913, by inserting words 
ing the Isolation Hospital” after words Somerset
in said Order.20499—October 6—Authorizing C.N.O.R. to c0£?trrU0v 
bridge to carry its railway across Ottawa River at ri 
Harbor, Tp. Fitzroy and Onslow, Cos. Carleton and 0f
Provinces of Ontario and Quebec, at mileage .37-32. ' /->rder 
Ottawa, subject to terms and conditions contained in 
in Council.

p.m.
1913.20482—October 3—Authorizing C.N.O.R. to construct 
bridge to carry its railway across Kiosh-Koqui Lake, ip. 
Pentland, Dist. Nipissing, Ont., at mileage 186.6 from 
Ottawa.

c a1
20500—October 1—Authorizing C.N.O.R. to cro > 

grade, Metcalfe, John, Harvey, Bourke, Jane, D,urrL1.’nisSing 
land, Bell, William, McIntyre, Timmons, and Nipi. „es 
streets, town of North Bay ; and certain streets and a _^Qll 
by means of subways.. 2. construct across and divert v n
Street. 3. Closing of Cedar Street be conditional t0
Co.’s extending McLaren Street, from Klock Aven - 
Home Avenue. 4- Closing of Fraser Street, be condvu ^ 
upon Co.’s constructing subway 10 feet in clear wiu . 5[g- 

feet in height through station and under its tracks - 
tion to be located in centre of Fraser Street to b as 
if not better, and of similar design, as Co.’ statio aT Derty 
ville, Ont. 5. Co. be responsible for any amages Pr Lj 6- 
owners affected may be legally entitled to recover. _
All subways be satisfactorily drained by Applicant G • ^

20501—October 6—Extending, until December 3ist- ul
time within which C.P.R. was required to construct an 
plete subway at Dundas Street, Woodstock, Ontario. p g.

20502—October 6—Approving revised location ^ 
main line, double trackage, Moose Jaw Subdivision, yec. 
from a point in Sec. 27, in S.W. direction to a PonJt' 1 , >
21-18-14, W. 2 M., being from mileage 59.6 to 0°’V\0cP 
Authorizing C.P.R. to construct road diversion across » «
147, 148, 149 and 150, Sec. 21, Blocks 143 and i44> meai's 
and across Sec. 27-18-15, W. 2 M., and to construct, - aCl-oS5 
of grade crossings main line across said diversion an

20483—October 3—Directing that the sum of $4,700 de
posited in a chartered bank in City of Fort William, Ont., 
under Order No. 18908, dated March 20th, 1913. be paid upon 
request of C.P.R. ; and that production of a certified copy of 
this Order be authority to bank for such payment.

20484—October 3—Approving C.P.R. plans dated Win
nipeg, May 30th, 1912, and September 10th, 1913. showing 
proposed location of stairway from Arlington Street Bridge 
to engine house at Winnipeg, Man. ; and rescinding Order 
No. 16860, dated June 22nd, 1912.

20485—October 3—Authorizing C.P.R. to construct ad
ditional track (second track or siding) across road allowance 

East Boundary of Sec. 5-9-21, W. 4 M., Alberta.
20486—October 3—Relieving G.T.R. from providing 

further protection at second highway crossing north of Cor- 
bevville, Belleville and Peterboro Division, Ontario.

20487_October 4—Authorizing C.P.R. to construct, by
means of a bridge, additional t'ack of its main line, Sask. 
niv Moose Taw Subdivision, over and across road allow- Eice between Secs. 21 and 22, Tp. 18, R. 13. W. 2 M„ at 
mileage 52.65 on said main line, Province of Saskatchewan.

20488—October 3—Requiring C.N.R. to erect a third- 
class station building at St. Gregor, Sask. ; work to be com
pleted with not later than July 31st, 1914.

20489—October 2—Amending Order No. 20009, dated 
August nth 1913, by adding following clauses:—“3. That 
Government ’road allowance over C.P.R. between Sec. 1-17-27. 
and Sec 6-17-26, W. 2 M., be closed subject to and upon 
condition that C.P.R. (Applicant Co.), provide and construct 
subway 40 feet wide, in the clear, just south of and^ adjoin
ing its right of way, in accordance with plans submitted by 
Applicant" Co., and approved by the city of Moose Jaw. 4-

8

on

28)

town crossing.
20503—October 6—Authorizing Government of ^ 

chewan, at its own expense, to construct highway n2 j-j-e11* 
Sec. 28-16-15, W. 3 M., Sask., across C.P.R. Swift 
Northwesterly Branch. ja16

20504—October 7—Amending Order No. 20I9°’ 
August 26th, 1913, by striking out words “Suffield -tutiw 
kie” where same occur in said Order, and su s 
therefor words “Wevburn-Stirling. ”

Sask*';

i


